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DONALD I. McNAMARA 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CITY Of PORTLAND 
OREGON 
.-=c~ , . -'<!?'O ' 

TERRY D. SCHRUNK, MAYOR 

BUREAU OF POLICE 

The Honorable Terry D. Schrunk 
Mayor of the City of Portland 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear Sir: 

Contained herein is a description of the Police Bureau 
program fOL the reduction of stranger-to-stranger street 
crimes and burglary in compliance with the guidelines' of 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Adlninistration for Impact 
cities. 

I believe that the project, as advocated, will have an 
immediate and salutary effect on the incidence of crime 
in this community. Moreover, Police Bureau operations 
may be materially altered and improved for many years 
hence, once the programs are instituted. 

DIMC/dh 
Encl 

Very truly yours, 

Donald I. McNamara 
Chief of Police 
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I. THE PROBLEM AND JUSTIFICATIONS 
The scope and nature of stranger-to-stranger 
street crime and burglary in the Portland area 
has been addressed in other papers. * The 
problem confronting local law enforcement 
agencies is the means to reverse these trends, 
in concert with other community organizations. 

There are five basic means to achieve improve
ments within a police department: 

(1) personnel additions, 
(2) improved recruitment methods and 

standards, 
(3) additional and higher quality training, 
(4) alteration of basic operations, and 
(5) improved equipment. 

Adding large numbers of police personnel with 
program funding is ill-advised for two reasons: 
by the time training and experience prepares 
t 1e newly appointed officer to assume his role 
as a qualified policeman, the three-year Impact 
Program will have terminated, and it is unreal
istic to hire and train a considerable number 
of officers when local funds could not support 
their retention without federal aid. 

Current police recruitment standards in the 
Portland Metropolitan area are among the 
highest in the nation, and additional prere
quisite qualifications would seriously narrow 
the recruitment base and impair the hiring of 
officers from many segments of the community. 

Training is an excellent meanS to improve 

*(1) Portland Criminal Justice System 
and the Effective Implementation 
of the LEAA Pr?gram 

(2) Portland High Impact Program Plans 
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efficiency, but an extensive training program 
aims for long range results while accepting a 
short-term reduction in operational capabilities, 
an approach ill-suited to a three year program 
which hopes to achieve immediate and dramatic 
results. 

Alteration of basic police operations, if 
scrupulously planned, intelligently executed, 
and carefully evaluated, has good potential. 
Impact funding provides an unprecedented 
opportunity to field test new theories and 
approaches without impairing the current level 
of law enforcement. 

Finally, there remains improved equipment as a 
means of upgrading Portland Police Bureau 
efficiency. It is contended that hardware 
acquisition is a major method of producing 
telling results in the reduction of stranger-to
stranger street crimes and burglaries. 

The reasonS are these: 

(1) Current and routine Police Bureau oper
ations over-eytends equipmental 
resources. Fo ... : many years this agency 
has been tlequipment poor". Last year, 
(1971) 92.8% of the police budget was 
for personnel cost, while only 1.4% 
was devoted to equipment purchase. 
For decades, Portland has been con~ 
fronted with the same problem. The 
Bureau has some of the best quality 
police personnel available. What is 
needed is better tools to better do 
the task at hand. 

(2) The intention is to propose the forma
tion of a special mission force that 
will act as an adjunct to what MUST 
be improved routine operations against 
the robber, the burglar, the assaulter, 
and the rapist, if the goals are to be 
realized. However, the current level 
of operations has insufficient equip
mental support. It is illogical to 
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field additional special mission 
forces which must, by their nature, 
draw on existing hardware resources. 

Thus, altering basic police operations and 
acquiring improved equipment to support these 
operations is considered the methodology 
having the greatest promise of success. 

The equipment portion of this program, parti
cularly communications and related equipment, 
is inextricably involved with the Bureau's 
ability, as a police agency and as a formulator 
of a police task force, to cope with target crime. 

In considering the formulation of a task force, 
the Bureau was confronted with a major problem. 

Superimposed Police Functions. It is essential 
that any special mission effort be supportive of, 
and supported by, the routine operations of 
the Bureau. Too many other municipalities have 
had the unfortunate experi.ence of having the 
police effort and morale, plus public support 
of law enforcement, seriously impaired by the 
impos i tion of a II se le ct II and au.tonomous task 
force on the normal departmental structure. 

This is true for several reasons. The task, or 
Sbrike, force members seem to acquire an inflated 
idea of their role in the total law enforcement 
effort (and the "supercop" syndrome is born). 

When the Strike Force Ilcleans up" an area, it is 
with little regard for the residual effects 
their enthusiastic actions will have on the 
citizens in the target area. The officers who 
engage in the day-to-day frustrations of provi
ding police service to their district, must 
suffer the ill will generated by the 11 outsiders ". 

These regular officers, their supervisors, and 
commanders bitterly resent the Strike Force 
temporarily usurping their responsibility to 
provide law enforcement to the citizens in their 
area. 
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The result is a counterproductive and fragmented 
effort characterized by a willful lack of 
cooperation, a lowering of morale in all quarters, 
and a quality of performance which is far less 
than the potential of the sum of its parts. 

It is therefore advocated that the Impact Task 
Force in Portland be an integral part of the 
Police Bureau structure, and that, insofar as 
practical, the program include regular officers 
working on an overtime basis. This will minimize 
the friction between special mission and regular 
duty operations, in that the same personnel will 
be engaged in both areas. 

Overtime Personnel. The use of overtime officers 
involves several additional considerations. Police 
administrators estimate that it requires three to 
five years of academy training and experience 
before the average man becomes fully functional 
as a police officer. During Portland's 18 
month probationary period, the new officer is 
primarily a student, either in a classroom 
environment or tmder the direct tutelage of an 
officer coach. In an agency (such as Portland 
and Multnomah County) which primarily operates 
One-man patrols, the new officer cannot function 
independently until he has reached an acceptable 
level of proficiency. Thus, by the time he 
can either assume the role of strike force 
member or regular district officer, the Impact 
Program will have terminated. 

It is true that the wage for overtime personnel 
is half again as costly as for a full-time employee. 
However, there is a 23% savings in "fringe 
benefits". There is also a savings of $9,860 
which is the cost of recruiting, training, and . 
coaching each additional officer. 

The major advantage in the use of overtime 
personnel is the "cross pollination" between 
regular and Strike Force operations. Because 
Strike Force personnel will, in large measure, 
be drawn from officers who regularly work in the 
target area, they will bring their acquaintance 
with persons and places, their knowledge of the 
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contemporary crime situation, and their feel for 
what is normal and what is abnormal or suspicious 
in the subject locale to their extra duty assign
ment. Conversely, when Strike Force officers 
return to their regular assignment, it will be 
with a heightened concern and awareness of the 
target crimes which will favorably affect their 
actions during the course of their normal duties. 

The fatigue factor is a potential problem in 
employing overtime personnel for Strike Force 
duty. Any personnel detailed for Strike Force 
duty will be selected by the commanding 
officers for whom they work during regular duty 
(as described in the Activities and Methods 
Section). It is anticipated that individual 
job performance will be carefully monitored 
to avoid total duty hours in excess of the 
officer's optimum capabilities. 

Another potential problem in utilizing officers 
on an overtime basis is maintaining a continuity 
of operation. This is particulary vital when 
confronted by organized burglary and street 
crime. 

There will be two means of providing continuity. 
First, regular district officers may be assigned 
full-time to Strike Force teams when called for 
by ongoing operations. Their districts will be 
manned by fellow precinct officers funded to 
work overtime on their days off or vacation. 
Second, certain specialist positions will be 
increased. The budget request allows for six 
additional Detectives, three Communications 
officers, two identification personnel, and two 
intelligence unit officers. 

The Detective positions will be utilized to 
handle the increased and more intensive irivesti
gation of target crimes as well as to provide a 
core of expertise on which interdiction of 
fencing operations, criminal information gathering 
activ~ty, and other investigation-oriented Task 
Force operations can be based. 
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The remaining additional, full-time specialists 
will also provide continuity, but will be 
mainly required to expand the capabilities of 
smaller divisions to accommodate the additional 
load generated by Impact Programs and program
related equipment. 

It has been stated that the Impact Task Force 
must be aJ.'l integral part of the Police Bureau 
structure, rather than an autonomous unit 
outside normal command channels. The present 
Bureau organization, however, creates a problem 
in this regard. 

Required Bureau Reorganization. The Portland 
Police Bureau is divided into three major units 
(braT'lches): Uniform, Investigation, and 
Services, each commanded by a Deputy Chief. 
In terms of activity, the current organization 
lacks logic. The line operational units, which 
include the Uniform Precincts, the Traffic and 
Harbor Divisions, the Detective Division, the 
Special Investigations Division (vice and 
narcotics), and the youth-oriented activities 
(the Women's Protective and Juvenile Divisions) 
are separated between two major commands. (See 
Diagram lA.) 

On the other hand, the administrative and 
management services such as Planning and Research, 
Personnel, Training, and accounting (the Chief 
Clerk) are combined with technical support 
activities such as Communications, Records, and 
scientific investigation under one command. 

The primary reason for the allocation of uni,ts 
to the current branches is obviously not by 
activity; it is to provide a manageable span 
of control. If line operations are converted to 
one command, over 70% of the sworn personnel 
of the Bureau, and all of the basic police 
functions, will be the responsibility of one 
Deputy Chief; a burden that would not permit 
close leadership and guidance by him to his 
subordinate units. 
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This problem is further magnified by the present 
role of each Deputy Chief, who serves as both 
commander of the units in his charge and staff 
advisor in his area of responsibility to the Chief 
of Police. 

Therefore, although the desirability of a combined 
operations Branch has been generally recognized 
for a number of years, it has also been conceded 
that the Bureau could not afford the magnitude of 
staff assistance required by a theoretical 
Deputy Chief of Operat.ions. 

With the Impact Program, reorganization becomes 
both possible and essential. The Strike Force 
concept utilizes various line operations officers 
in teams specifically designed to meet an iden
tified problem. A team may be comprised of several 
Patrolmen, one or two Detectives or SID personnel, 
and a Policewoman, all supervised by a Sergeant 
who may be either from Uniform or Investigations, 
depending on the nature of the team composition. 
Such a team, under the current organization, would 
include personnel from two branches, although all 
are line operations officers. 

The alternatives in providing for unity of command 
are to impose a created Task Force headquarters 
outside of the normal police structure (which 
is unacceptable) or to reor~anize the Bure~u 
into functional units. It is the latter option 
that is advocated as part of the Impact Program. 

The reorganization will entail the division of 
activity into three Branches: Operations, 
Administration, and Technical Services. The 
Operations Branch will be provided with a strong 
and balanced staff which will enhance the Deputy 
Chief's control of routine and Impact Program 
line operations. 

The time required for the in-depth planning of 
a major reorganization, as opposed to the 
necessity of implementing the Impact Program 
at the earliest possible date, is another 
problem that must be resolved. 
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A Planning assignment of this magnitude and 
with these time constraints cannot be assumed 
by the Bureau of Police Planning and Research 
Division without detrimentally affecting their 
normal planning commitments to a serious degree. 

A special planning group will be created to 
identify activities and lines of communication, 
to conduct surveys among other agencies, to 
formulate recommendations, to receive staff 
suggestions and concurrences, to rewrite proce
dures and policies, to recommend Administrative 
Code revisions, and to assist in the required 
in-service training. At the same time, this 
group will be working toward the early fielding 
of Task Force/Strike Force activity. 

Once the planning phase is completed, the same 
group will be converted to serve as the staff of 
the Deputy Chief of Operations. (See the 
Activities and Methods Section f~r a detailed 
description of the methodology.j 

The effective deployment of patrol units and 
Strike Force teams under the newly organized 
Operations Branch is dependent on information 
concerning target crime occurrence. TWo means 
to provide this information are advoca't:ed: a 
Crime Occurrence Information Program (computer 
file) and a Criminal Information Gathering 
Activity (undercover). 

The Crime Occurrence Information Program. The 
Police Bureau, as a user agency of the City-County 
Data Processing Authority, does not have the 
capability of retrieving crime information in 
a form that is usable for establishing current 
trends, setting priorities for Strike Force 
teams, or assessing the effectiveness of their 
operations. 

Current summary information is both untimely 
and of questionable accuracy. Depending on 
the time of the month that a given crime is 
committed, computerized information concerning 
the offense is received from two to six weeks later. 
This is primarily due to a tim~consuming coding 
system, batch processing, and a badly outmoded 
computer program. 
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The Columbia Region Information Sharing System 
(CRISS) has scheduled a program which includes 
a crime occurrence filE".. There is no sys·tems 
design for this program, although a standar
dized method of gathering statistical data within 
the geographic area served by CRISS is being 
implemented and will serve as an important 
data base~ 

Victim-oriented information was not included 
in the general concept of the CRISS Program. 
Victimization studies are an integral part of 
many phases of the Impact Program, with particu
lar reference to crime prevention. This type 
of data will also materially aid strike Force 
planning and evaluation. The Impact proposal 
for expansion and acceleration of CRISS includes 
provisions for this information. 

Another problem confronting the Data Processing 
Authority is the lack of core storage to 
accommodate any program acceleration of CRISS. 
Equipment utilization is based on a long run 
scheduling with limited excess capacity. Without 
additional core storage, the ability to receive 
timely, usable crime information will not corne 
to realization. Provisions are made in the 
proposal for an additional core storage unit. 

Strike Force effectiveness will depend on the 
ability to reoognize crime occurrence within 
specific areas. Data Prooessing does not have 
the computerized mathematical tools that can aid 
Strike Force planning. Under their current and 
projected programs, data is selected and put { 
into summarized form. -The manual analysis 
and testing of this information will serve to 
reduce response time on the part of Strike Foroe 
planners. The tools necessary to perform 
basic statistical analysiS on data is provided 
for within this proposal. 

Without the crime occurrence file, a long and 
laborious process of information gathering and 
analysis is the alternative. Under such a hand 
tally system, basic summarization beoomes a 
monumental task. 
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The Criminal Information Gathering Activity. 
The second information mode is the criminal 
Information Gathering Activity which will 
provide the Bureau with an expanded capability 
to intrude police intelligence operations into 
the activities of the professional criminal. 

The fruits of burglaries and robberies must be 
converted to more portable, concealable, and nego
tiable mediums, usually money or narcotics. 
The center for this exchange is generally 
the fence. The fencing operation may range from 
a large scale endeavor fronted by a legitimate 
business to a person-to-person contact on the 
street, in a bar, t)r in a private residence. 
A J1:stice Department booklet describing activities 
of organized crime, indicates that stolen 
property often finds its way into seemingly 
legitimate retail outlets for sale to an 
unwitting public:. 

Frequently, the object of muggings, purse 
snatchers, and theft from the person are iden
tification credentials and credit cards. There 
is \videspread traffi cking in these items. The 
current street price of a stolen credit card is 
$5.00 without backup identification papers. A 
full set of accompanying I.D. raises the card's 
value. BecaUse of prosecution problems, (estab
lishing proof of guilt of knowledge and concealing) , 
bringing the holders of stolen credit cards to 
trial is difficult. 

Once stolen property has left the possession of 
the thief or wholesaler (fence), it is proble
matical if the items will ever be recovered for 
evidentiary purposes or for return to the 
victim, because of the infinite number of 
possibilities for disposal. 

~his is a partial explanation for the 10% 
recovery experience of this Bureau for property 
taken during the commission of target crimes. 
This property normally t.akes the form of 
electrical appliances t firearms 1 cameras /' jewelry, 
and clothing in the .. ins'c.ance of burglary I' While 
street crime losses primarily involve currency. 
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There is. no hard data on the intrinsic loss 
incurred from stolen credit cards, but it is 
believed that the return all the $5.00 purchase 
price of this item is many times the original 
investment. As a point of interest, the Congress
ional hearings. recently held regarding organized 
crime, uncovered the fact that Eastern organized 
rings have heavy dealings in stolen credit 
cards and personal identification. 

Because of the difficulties in bringing justice 
to the "middle mann in target crimes, Criminal 
Information Gathering Activities will give 
particular emphasis to this area of operation. 
The fence is more than a passive agent; his 
availability not only assures a profit for burglars 
and robbers, but also encourages their criminal 
activity by reducing the hazards of stolen property 
disposal. 

Communications Systems. Communications is the 
element most profoundly affected by the increased 
level of activity generated through Impact 
f~mding. There are two basic reasons: communi
cations directly supports virtually all police 
line operations (which in turn carries the burden 
in attacking target crime) and communications 
is a function that lacks the capability to perform 
the current mission, with Impact Programs creating 
an activity level potential far beyond saturation. 
(See the Portland High Impact Plan). 

Specifically, ·the increased communications demands 
are engendered by the following activities: 

(A) the Assistant Chief of Operations and staff 
(B) the Strike Force 

(1) Uniform street units 
(2) Plainclothes units 
(3) Surveillance units 
(4) Scientific investigation units 

(C) Criminal Information Projects 

Informant system 
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(2), Crime statistics computer 
program 

In the formulation of a communications expansion 
plan, two confounding problems arose, both of 
which have been addressed and apparently resolved. 
The first problem was one of interfacing three 
facets: 

(1) The need for acquisition of equipment that 
would be usable with presently employed 
radio frequencies, and yet compatible 
with any future systems evolved. 

(2) The need to bring equipment necessary to 
increase overall efficiency and operate 
strike Force teams to a user-ready status 
in a minimum amount of time. 

(3) The need to arrange for an orderly 
II inception 'I to operations continuum 
that, increases rather than 
decreases the hazards of already 
overloaded communications capability. 

The second problem involves the necessity of any 
communications upgrading to be correlated and non
interfering with recommendations that might be 
forthcoming in October of 1972 as a result of 
a study by Public Safety Systems Incorporated 
(PBSI) . 

Toward solving the first stated problem, the PSSI 
staff was requested to offer an early opinion on 
future police radio frequency usage. Mr. Harvey 
Ryland, Project Director, recommends that the 
present frequency be employed in any future 
systems design. Thus, all initial equipment 
acquisitions will be compatible with both present 
and future systems. 

The are·a of the second problem is addressed by 
programming the plan into three phases. The 
first phase of communications upgrading will 
be timed so that final PSSI recommendations would 
be published prior to any engineering design or 
implementation of this .planr yet items of hardware 
will be purchased for early usage by the entire 
agency and will be compatible with any possible 
future systems configuration. 
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In keeping with PSSI~s advice, all equipment 
is designated in the presently used frequency 
range. (Funding requests and phase implementation 
are illustrated in Diagram IIIe which is found in 
the Activities and Methods Section). Phase I 
will enable the early fielding of the Strike 
Force portion of the Police program. With the 
completion of the PSSI study, a second funding 
request will be submitted for systems engineering. 

With design completion and bids return, the total 
systems cost will be ascertained. It is anticipated 
that implementation will be staged over the coming 
few years, but funding will be requested from LEAA 
and Impact Funds for the initial purchases and 
installations. It is also anticipated that the 
Police Bureau will request a total of $2,000,000 
in LEAA and Impact monies in funding requests 
Phases I through III. 

As mentioned, each element of the Strike Force 
program will be an additional burden to the four 
basic components of the police telecommunications 
system. What follows is a detailing of related 
functional problems in each of these components: 

Telephone System. There are now 28 trunk 
lines corning into the Police Bureau. None 
of these are IInon-pub" numbers to permit 
free lines for outgoing emergency calls. 

Budget limitations have prevented equipment 
rental that would establish II call-in/busy 
signal" rate, but empirically, the ratio is 
believed to be quite high. PSSI has 
followed a standard of maximim access delay 
of 1/1000. Several other functional 
requirements have been detailed in the PSSI 
study that will not be discussed here, but 
will be part of a later submission after 
October 1972. 

The telephone portion of the system is alluded 
to because it is the first link that will be 
effected by Impact Program activities. 
Each and every element of the project will 
add load. The addition of staff and activities 
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will incur even more severe demands. 
For example, any crime prevention and public 
information project will carryon programs 
that seek citizen involvement in prevention. 
Their requests will result in more frequent 
telephone contact with the Bureau, i.e. 
calling in when noticing suspicious persons 
or circumstances, participating in block 
programs, and property identification 
activities. 

Another project will also require extended 
telephone capabilities. The informant 
system demands secure and non-published 
telephone numbers, so that safe contact can 
be made. 

This surge of telephone usage will be carried 
through to the radio portion of the communi
cations configuration. 

Radio. The basic operational configuration 
of the Portland Police Bureau's radio system 
utilizes four channels: F-l, F-2, F-3 
(surveillance channel), and F-4 (Harbor 
Division and intrusion alarms). Channels 
F-l and F-2 are duplex and operate on a 
limited repeater system that allows mobile 
unit to mobile unit transmissions, mobile 
unit to base, and vice versa. Channel F-3 
is simplex and not on relay. It has only 
limited mobile-to-mobile and mobile-to-base 
reception. Channel F-4 is likewise simplex 
and nonrepeating. In addition, there are a 
small number of portable units for personal 
use. Experience has demonstrated that these 
are highly desirable and useful adjuncts to 
the system. Deficiencies and problems that 
reduce the capability to perform are, in part: 

Channel Loading. During peak hours, 
channel usage reaches the 90% level. 
A maximum peak hour saturation level 
of 45% is a recognized standard. APCO 
has established an access delay standard 
of a 5 second (during busy hours) max
imum. Our delay averages minutes. 
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Delays of the order indicated discourage 
officers from performing duties that 
are essential to line operations i.e. 
record checks for wanted persons, serial 
number checks for stolen property, etc. 
Beyond this, mobile units are isolated. 
They cannot reach the base station to 
summon help or service assistance, nor 
can they be reached for rapid dispatch 
to crime scenes. Strike Force activities 
will add to overloading. Additional 
personnel will be engaged in activities 
leading to increased airtime usage; i.e., 
surveillance, preventive and concentrated 
patrol, and command and coordination 
messages. This loading is an effective 
barrier to combating subject crimes. 

Radio Propagation Coverage. There are 
numerous areas in the City from which 
mobile units cannot communicate to the 
base station, and a few areas where 
base cannot reach the mobile units. 
Again, this isolates these units. 
Besides reducing efficiency, this 
deficiency endangers officers (the 
Police Bureau has a standard procedure 
of utilizing single-man mobile units). 

ALTHOUGH NO DIRECT CORRELATION HAS BEEN 
ESTABLISHED, it is a fact that the areas 
of poor signal propagation occur in most 
of the high crime districts of the City. 
These are the very areas where the 
proposed Strike Force would be concentra
ting initial efforts. 

The use of personal portable communication 
units (handie-talkie radios) compounds 
the propagation problem. Equipping all 
patrol and traffic forces with these 
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units is highly desirablo,* and one objective 
of funding request. The low power generated 
by those units (l.SW to SW) demands excellent 
propagation patterns to ensure operating 
capability in 98% of the City. The limited 
use of these units by the Police Bureau (23 
sets) has demonstrated both the popularity 
the use of the sets has with the uniformed 
officers, plus the discussed problems, i.e. 
propagation, loading, etc. 

Another item in limited use that has shown 
excellent results is the radio (silent) 
intrusion alarm. Although mainly used 
as a device for detection and apprehension 
of burglars, these also have application of 
similar use in combating robberies. The 
Police Bureau employs 44 of these alarms. 
Fully half of them are of an antiquated 
tube type which is of limited value (due 
to placement problems). Even witn the 
small number of alarms available*, 33 
burglars were apprehended in the act in 
1970 as the result of alarm's use. Eighty 
nine cases were cleared as a result of these 
arrests. Statistics show that the value of 
alarms extend far beyond just the capture 
rate. Conviction and guilty plea rates 
are substantially increased with "in-the
act" arrest. Officers' court time is 
thus ciramatically r(~duced. 

*(1) Many studies have shown the 
desirability of the operational 
use of this equipment. Litera
ture reports indicate that in 
every case in which uniformed 
officers employ such equipment, 
response time to calls is reduced, 
officers' personal safety is en
hanced, work activity is increased, 
and over-all effici~ncy rises. 

(2) Of the 44 alarms available, two are 
maintained as emergency standby 
units, one is generally in for 
repair, and two used for routine 
maintenance. Five units are assigned 
to Oregon State Liquor stores as 
holdup alarms. 34 units are gener
ally in a field at a given time. 
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Several of the 1970 arrests could have 
been accomplished through the use of 
officers on surveillance. Many man-hours 
surely would have been expended in this 
activity, if it were not for the alarm. 

The efficiency of the alarm system is also 
dependent upon radio signal propagation 
patterns. Again, this problem exists in the 
very areas where alarms are most needed. 
The system ~ust be improved if alarming 
is to be effective. 

The use of radio alarms does have a point 
of diminishing return. It is estlmated that 
the time to process potential alarm users 
and to install alarms is approximately 
three hours. In addition to this resource 
allocation, the false alarm rate, when applied 
to residence installation, demands that 
alarm targets be carefully considered. 

There is also a security problem. Every 
measure must be taken to prevent these 
units from falling into the hands of the 
very persons against whom they are directed. 
It is the concurrence of Bureau personnel 
that saturation installation of large numbers 
of alarms is ill adyised. The strategic 
placement of a relatively small number of 
alarms is the desirable alternative. 

Personal Portable. The use of these 
portables was mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs when discussing attendant 
propagation problems. Because of the 
limited number and quantity of portable 
units, virtuallY every officer on the 
street is tied to his vehicle. The 
officer is not free to check premises for 
security, meet the business people on his 
district, become familiar with the citizens, 
inspect potential trouble spots, or even go 
to lunch without absenting himself from 
call. He cannot be coordinated and super
vised during larger scale tactical operations. 
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Response Time. In 1971 the average response time 
for subject crimes was 11 minutes. No data is 
available for response time for crime-in-pro
gress or similar "hot" calls, but it is gener
ally conceded that this time was excessive. APCO 
and the President's Crime Commission reports 
(1968) both indicate that a 2-minute response 
time is desirable. Response time is an-important 
factor in combating burglary and stranger-to
stranger street crimes. Data shows that re
sponse time and apprehension rate are inexorably 
correlated. Over 45% of the arrests (subject 
crimes) in 1971 were made at the scene within 
one hour of the commission of the crime. Where 
response time is decreased by one-third, arrest 
rate also goes up by one-third. At the same 
time, the conviction rate increases, guilty 
pleas (with attendant reduction in court over
load) go up, and police overtime is reduced. 

Viewing the importance of response time from 
another standpoint, 59% of all burglars arrest
ed are juveniles. They generally commit these 
crimes within ten blocks of their homes. Before 
these young people can be deterred from a 
future pattern of criminality, they must be 
identified. Before they can be identified, they 
must be caught. To apprehend, an early police 
response to the crime scene is essential. 

The citizen is an important element in the 
apprehension pattern. Approximately 30% of the 
burglary arrests in 1971 were the result of the 
neighbor alerting police to a crime-in-progress. 
The citizens' import in apprehension of the 
robber is even greater. By shortening COmmun
icabion paths, the citizen will be able to 
report a subject crime more rapidly, thus re
ducing the response time. 

Figure I-B indicates the "call-to-service" 
steps. Each step can be considered a sub-pro
blem area, and will be explained as such. 
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APCO points out that if a. two-minute response 
time is sought, only thirty seconds can be consumed 
from steps three to seven. Five minutes are now 
used in this process. Only with substantial 
equipment upgrading and procedure modification 
can this standard be attained. A major portion 
of the future grant application will address this 
problem. 

Two portions of this request have a bearing: an 
alleviation of air traffic congestion increase, 
due to strike force activities, by bringing F-3 
and F-4 to operational status, and an assignment 
of personal portable radios to all field units. 

The time involved in steps four to five often 
entails a polling to establish the availability 
of district units. Handie-talkies will allow 
officers to take the more routine calls at any 
time, thus allowing MORE in-the-car officers to 
be free for "hot calls ll

• By this means, each 
officer can also remain in contact for calls 
to "assist officer". 

Many more methods of reducing response-time 
exist, some in the form of automated or computer
ized processes. As previously stated, these will 
be considered in later studies and in the final 
grant application. 

Voice Security. The present system does not pro
vide a method of sending or receiving secure 
messages. In the past, many police tactical 
operations have been monitored by the very ele
ment toward which the operations were directed. 
This type of intelligence has hampered police 
efforts. For example, often police have arrested 
known burglars in possession of small transistor 
receivers. These have been coupled with crystals 
that match our operational frequencies. The 
units cost about $14.00 apiece, and are valuable 
in negating police efforts directed toward 
II crimes-in-progress ll

• Burglars have employed 
these radios to monitor police which direct 
units to a crime-in-progress. Intrusion alarms 
have been thwarted by this means. In considering 
new mobile radios, voice security devices are to 
be stipulated as function design constraints. 
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Dispatch Facilities. Of the. many deficiencies 
of the dispatch center, only a few are germane 
to this project. 

With the extension of activities, and the equipping 
of channel F-3 and F-4 for operational use, 
certain modifications of the dispatch area will 
be necessary. Presently, dispatch personnel must 
decide, receiving information by ear only, which 
channel (F-lor F-2) is being employed by the 
mobile tmit broadcasting, and which base station 
receptor is best able to accept the signal. Manual 
switching allows this decision to be executed. 
Using three channels, the complexity renders 
incoming information unmanageable. Automatic 
control is a necessary adjunct to this project. 

The second problem may not be solvable during 
this funding phase, but should be addressed as 
early as possible. 

In the words of a Bureau of communications report, 
nAt present, the dispatchers must also act at 
certain times as A VOICE RELAY; i.e. if a senior 
officer wishes to get a message to a certain 
mobile unit or units, and he is not in a radio 
car but on a telephone, he must use the dispatcher 
as an intermediary. This frustrates the ability 
of command personnel to mobilize police forces 
to concentrate in areas of target crimes. In 
many instances, the dispatcher must perform the 
same function for a car to talk to another car, 
or a handie-talkie to another handie-talkie. 
Because of a lack of a telephone/radio patch, 
early description of suspects is delayed. Voice 
relay is presently required, but had to be 
discontinued because of air saturation time." 

Maintenance. Although this problem is all
inclusive and demands a new system, certain 
elements must be improved for support of this 
portion of the total project. Thus, equipment 
that will enhance the use of Channel F-3 and 
F-4, personal portable radios, and alarm 
systems is included in the budget section. The 
general need for this action can be gleaned from 
the following excerpt of a Bureau of Communica
tions presentation: 
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lilt can be said unequivocally that the existing 
police communication systenl is in peor condition, 
unusuable, technologically obsolete, and loaded 
beyond capacity. It is extremely susceptible 
to failure from accidental or intentional fire 
and power failure. The poor status of communi
cations definitely is hampering the ability of 
the Police Bureau to operate more effectively 
and efficiently to combat stranger-to-stranger 
street crime and burglaries. 

All of the subsystem equipment, mobile units, 
fixed radio equipment, selective call equipmentt 
car sirens and public address systems, remote 
control units, utility units, and associated 
police dispatch console facility are 16 to 20 
years old and of vacuum tube type. The radio 
equipment is so obsolete that the Federal 
Communications Commission has notified all 
users that the equipment needs more frequent 
maintenance checks than those prescribed by 
FCC regulations. In addition, at least one 
type tube used in base station is no longer 
manufactured. Before the present stock (approxi
mately two years) runs out, a substantial 
systemwide modification will have to be made to 
accommodate the use of another tube. 

Maintenance experience on this equipment, mobile 
and base station alike, is poor. No records 
existed when the present Communications Director 
was employed by the city in the middle of March. 
For the periods starting March 26 - April 25, 
eighty-three police radio cars of a total 291 
(almost 1/3) came into the radio shop for emer
gency maintenance. In the period of April 
26 through May 25, 61 units of the 291 came 
into the shop for emergency radio maintenance. 
For the two-month (44 days) working period, more 
than half (147 of 291) the police mobile radio 
units needed emergency maintenance. It is 
estimated that the Police Bureau lost at least 
one-and-one-half man-hours per tmit failure, or 
approximatelY 220 man-hours of officer time, 
primarily because of mobile radio equipment 
failure. 
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In addition to emergency maintenance causes, 
mobile radio units arc taken out of service for 
prolonged periods of time for equipment changes. 
Because equipment, (sirens, radio, public address 
systems, etc.) are not standardized in all 
vehicles, it is necessary to continually 
interchange equipment in cars as the Police Bureau 
shifts forces to different police functions. Some 
twenty-four cars were off the street in the period 
of April 26 - May 25, 71% of all police mobile 
units were off the streets for these causes alone 
at one time or another in two months. 

In addition, during one 22-hour day period one 
major failure occurred in the police dispatch 
console, making it totally inoperative, and the 
Police Bureau experienced at least six base sta
tion failures during this same period. Fifteen 
other fixed police radios required emergency 
maintenance in this period." 

The conclusion to be drawn from this statement, 
appropriate to this project's considerations, 
is that maintenance problems are severely hampering 
police effectiveness and that increased activity 
by Strike Forces. will magnify the prob.lem which 
no routine or even improved costworthy maintenance 
wi 11 allevi ate. 

Surveillance Equipment and Silent Radio Alarms. 
The majority of the equipment needed to carry 
on successful surveillance is named in the Task 
Force/Strike budget, as well as silent alarms. 

The necessary back-up communications equipment is 
either non-existent, or in poor repair. For 
surveillance and informant operations, reliable 
and secure equipment is essential. The resultant 
painst~cing man-hours lost because of equipment 
failure, or lack of security for undercover officer'S 
safety due to inadequate communications,cannot 
be over-emphasized. 

Air-channel time must be available for instan
taneous transmissions, "dead spots It must be 
eliminated from signal propagation patterns, 
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alarms must not fail, ~nd finally, the 
equipment must be available I and not lIin the 
shop II for repair . 
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II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Target crime reduction by phased amounts is the 
basic objective within which other accomplish
ments must be sought. Foremost among police 
intentions is the formation of innovative ap
proaches in the problem of crime with specific 
reference to offenses related to the Impact 
Program. Impact funding will permit the flex
ibility to implement new methods and procedures 
on a scale and over a time frame that will insure 
validity of evaluation, while allowing the 
continuation of routine operations. 

It is the Police Bureau's goal to not only re
duce target crimes by specified amounts, but to 
also evolve and test concepts in dealing with 
these offenses that have applicability to the 
entire spectrum of crime, and have a reasonable 
assurance of effecting police operations for 
many years beyond the Impact Program. Based up
on the evaluation of the Task Force operations 
hereafter described, this Bureau may largely 
alter present methods in favor of the approaches 
tested during the next three years. 

The basic goal of the Portland Police Bureau in 
relation to the utilization of Impact Funding is 
stated as: 

TO ACHIEVE BY THE TERMINATION OF THE 
PROJECT A 50% REDUCTION OF STRANGER-TO
STRANGER STREET CRIMES AND BURGLARIES IN 
TARGET AREAS SELECTED BY THE PORTLAND 
BUREAU OF POLICE. 

To realize this goal, a number of intermediate 
objectives must be set: 

(1) To provide for the gathering, analysis, 
and dissemination of target crime 
information in a timely an~ accurate 
manner. 

(2) To provide immediate in-depth and 
scientific investigation of target 
crimes. 
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(3) To provide for increased detection of 
crimes in progress. 

(4) To reduce police response time. 
(5) To interdict fencing operations. 
(6) To increase public awareness of the 

measures to be employed in protecting 
their persons and property. 

(7) To decrease citizen fear of victimiza
tion through concentrated police 
presence. 

Each of these activities address themselves to 
one or more of four elements that are generally 
conceded to be necessary before a crime is com
mitted, i.e. criminal intent, present ability, 
opportunity, and victim (target). If any or all 
of these elements are eliminated, the offense 
will not occur. The basic goal of target crime 
reduction will be realized . 
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III. ACTIVITIES AND METHODS 
The reasons for, and -the methods employed in the 
commission of target crimes, are highly varied 
and complex. Segments of the total Impact Pro
gram will focus on the etiology of these crimes. 
The complexity of the problem prohibits a simple 
approach by law enforcement personnel in their 
tasks of prevention and suppression of crime, 
and the apprehension of offenders. In order to 
fulfill these tasks in combating target crimes, 
the Task Force proposal includes two distinct, 
but mutually supporting areas of activity. 

The first activity '\\1ill involve a "Strike Force" 
which consists of "custom designed" teams. The 
specific composition of these teams will be de
termined by the incidence of target crimes. 
The teams will be comprised of personnel from 
the entire spectrum of line operations: i.e. 
patrol, follow-up, and scientific investigations 
officers. In essence, the proposal will add 
teams of investigative and uniform personnel to 
the present system, but will retain the present 
authority of individual line commanders. 

Revised Bureau Organization. It is proposed 
that a major restructuring of the Police Bureau 
be undertaken as soon as funds are available. 
This reorganization will combine all line oper
ations into one Branch and will create an Ad
ministrative Branch, in addition to the Technical 
Services Branch. This will facilitate the coor
dination of line operations for both routine and 
Task Force activity, and will provide a logical 
division between administrative services and 
technical support. 

A portion of the reorganization creates a 
strong supporting staff for the Deputy Chief of 
Operations. This staff is essential for two 
primary reasons: (1) the Operations Branch will 
be directly responsible for planning, implement
ing, and the internal evaluation of the Strike 
:Force function and the Criminal Information 
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Gathering Activity (the second of the two sub
programs) and; (2) the Operations Branch will 
command better than 70% of the sworn officers of 
the Bureau and will have the authority to con
duct all police operations, as delegated by the 
Chief of Police. 

The reorganization of the Bureau to accommodate 
Impact activity and to enhance routine opera
tions against target crimes will require a major 
planning effort. 

The Planning Staff. At the onset of funding, 
several new positions will be created. (See 
Diagram III A). Tb~se positions consist of an 
Assistant Chief of Operations (AC/O) who will 
hold the same rank level as the Inspector (be
tween a Deputy Chief and a Police Captain in the 
chain of command), two Lieutenants, a Sergeant, 
a civilian statistical analyst, a legal secre
tary, and a Police Records Clerk. At the same 
time, the Bureau's Legal Advisor will be ·as
signed to this planning unit. A full-time 
management consultant will be retained for one 
year as a part of this team. For the first 90 
days, all new personnel will engage in planning 
the reorganization of the Bureau. (Refer to 
Diagram III B) . 

Travel funds for the planning unit members are 
included in the budget. During the planning 
process, the organizational configuration of 
other law enforcement agencies will be studied 
on site to assist the planning process and at
tempt to avoid problem areas. 

The management consultant will begin in-house 
processes leading to final organizational con
figuration. In addition, funds provide for 
one-man/year consultant fees for special areas 
such as accountant services (total Bureau 
budget format revisions are projected as nec
cessary in conjunction with the reorganization) . 
Problems currently unidentified will be resolved 
through the utilization of these services. Al
though there are capabilities in many of the 
named disciplines within City Government, the 
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demand for early completion of the planning pro
duct necessitates the employment of special con
sultants. 

Part of the consultant's ongoing duties will 
entail examination of newly formed communica
tions paths, lines of authority, intra-Branch 
working relationships, and functional systems. 
About 270 days after funding, he will evaluate 
the new organization and recommend alterations. 
His position is then terminated, and continuing 
activity of this type reverts to the Planning 
and Research Division. 

As part of the planning team, a Lieutenant will 
assist in all processes, but he will be mainly 
concerned with Bureau documents (Manual of Rules 
and Procedures and Bureau orders) that reflect 
organizational changes and operations of Impact 
Task Force activities. The Legal Advisor will 
collaborate with this Lieutenant, and the City 
Attorney's Office in revising pertinent ordi
nances and Administrative Codes. Upon the 
implementation of the Bureau reorganization, 
this Lieutenant will become the public informa
tion officer . 

During the planning phase, the other Lieutenant, 
(later destined to be involved in continuing in
spection and evaluation of Task Force operations) 
will serve two primary functions. First, he will 
be the logistics officer. He will take steps to 
acquire equipment for the reorganized Bureau as 
well as special equipment for strike Force and 
Criminal Information Gathering Activity opera
tions. His second function will be to formulate 
and recowmend policies, procedures, and strate
gic operations necessary for Strike Force activ
ity. He will have the assistance of the Legal 
Advisor in fulfilling this function. This 
Lieutenant will be charged with fielding the 
Strike Force teams at the earliest possible date. 
This date (approximately 75 days after funding) 
will be largely governed by the acquisition of 
communications equipment, vehicles, and all 
other hardware necessary in the operation of 
Strike Force teams. Timing will allow the AC/O 
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two weeks of undivided attention to fielding the 
Strike Force. On the 90th day, the ACIO will 
assume his Operations Branch duties. 

The Sergeant, in conjunction with the statisti
cal analyst, will establish lines of communica
tion with various data sources (the Planning 
and Research Division, the Records Division, the 
Detective Division, the Precincts, and the Data 
Processing Authority) and will formulate proce
dures for the collection of statistics. During 
the planning phase and early in the implementa
tion phase, many "hand-counts" will be necessary 
to achieve a base for decision-making in the 
utilization of Strike Force resources. The Ser
geant and the analyst will also work toward re
fining accounting techniques and upgrading the 
channels of data disseminat:ion to all user 
divisions. At the onset of reorganization, the 
Sergeant will be a member of the ACIO staff and 
will act as ongoing field operations planner and 
Task Force training and briefing officer.7---. - -
To support the increased level of activity due 
to Task Force operations, new positions for in
vestigative and support personnel will be estab
lished by City Ordinance on the 30th day after 
funding. These additional positions should be 
filled within 60 days of funding, thus allowing 
for 15 days of "shakedown" time prior to Strike 
Force implementation. It is anticipated that 
Phase I of the Police Bureau communications sys
tem upgrading will be in the latter stages of 
the reorganization process (about 180 days after 
funding). At that timet each of the Bureau's 
sworn personnel will receive four hours of class
room training on revised radio communications 
procedures and new equipment utilization. The 
new equipment will be brought into Bureau-wide 
use upon completion of the training program. 
Detail communications activities are shown in 
Diagram III C. 

Although Strike Force operations will be contin~ 
ually monitored and evaluated, i.e. officer 
fatigue level, proper deployment, economic utili
zation of overtime allocation, training needs, 
and data needs; two formal evaluation periods 
are designated. All command personnel from the 
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new Operations Branch will participate in this 
evaluation. The findjngs of this evaluation 
will serve as a basis for planning the following 
year's Strike Force mode of activity. 

The Operational Support Element. Following the 
planning phase, the Impact Program Operational 
Support element will be commanded by the Deputy 
Chief of the Operations Branch, who will report 
to the Chief 6f Police (Project Director). He 
will assure a balanced effort among Task Force 
activities and a complementary relationship be
tween the police activities and the routine op
erational units under his command. 

The Deputy Chief of Operations will be staffed 
. with the following positions: (See Diagram III 

D) • 

(1) The Assistant Chief of Operations 
(AC/O) . 
The ACIO will act as an executive of
ficer to the Deputy Chief of Opera
tions and will assume command of the 
Branch in his absence. In addition to 
his duties as second-in-command of the 
Branch, the ACIO will be responsible 
for coordinating the activities of the 
remainderof the staff of the operation
al support element. He will assist 
the Deputy Chief in directing Task 
Force operations and will continue his 
efforts in this activity for the dura
tion of the Impact Program. 

Specifically, the duties of the ACIO 
will include: 

(a) The administrative control of all 
personnel (to include both full
time employees and augmenting 
personnel on an overtime basis 
who are funded under the Impact 
Program) . 

(b) The dissemination and auditing of 
funds allocated to the Criminal 
Information Gathering Activity. 
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(c) Responsibility for all equipment, 
furnishings, and facilities fund
ed under the program, other than 
electronic and technical equip
ment that are placed on the in
ventory of the user divisions. 

(d) Coordinating the personnel and 
material resources under his 
control to provide a well-bal
anced program. 

(e) Establishing the nature and prior
ities of tasks and providing 
broad guidelines for their imple
mentation. 

(f) Directing a central repository of 
project related records and data, 
and insuring their processing and 
timely dissemination. 

(g) Maintaining a close and continu
ous liaison with agencies and 
individuals engaged in the Pro
gram . 

(h) Controlling a system of inspection 
and evaluation of all aspects of 
the Police Impact Program and the 
submission of periodic reports to 
the Project Director through the 
Deputy Chief of Operations. 

(2) A Police Lieutenant (Inspections). 
This Lieutenant will function primar
ily as an inspector. His working hours 
will vary according to need. He will 
personnallyview Strike Force operations 
and monitor Criminal Information Gath
ering Activities. He will evaluate 
equipment usage and target crime re
lated efforts within the standard units 
of the Operations Branch. Finally, he 
will submit weekly status reports of 
Impact Program activities and make 
suggestions for improvement to the 
AC/O. 
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(3) A Sergeant (Tactical Planner) . 
This officer will serve under the 
Lieutenant (Inspections) and perform 
a dual function: 

First, he will interface with all in
formation sources. He wi~l prepare 
a daily analysis of target crimes in 
terms of their nature, location, 
times of occurrence, types of victims, 
modus operandi patterns, and other 
data that will aid the AC/O in estab
lishing priorities and transmitting 
operational guidelines to all sub
elements of the Task Force. He will 
supervise the preparation of charts, 
graphs, maps, and other operational 
planning aids to be used by the pre
cincts and divisions. He will channel 
the information gleaned by the Crimi
nal Information Gathering Activity -to 
Task Force and routine operational 
units, as directed by the AC/O. H~ 
will conduct briefings and training 
sessions appropriate to Task Force op
erations. 

The second function of this Sergeant 
will be to act as an ongoing planner of 
Task Force activities. Much of this 
planning will be generated by the in
specting Lieutenant on how to improve 
or refine various Task Force activi
ties. 

(4) A Sergeant (Communications Project) . 
This position is not shown on the re
vised Bureau organizational chart, 
(see Diagram III C), although all of 
his activities will be related to the 
Impact Program. He is assigned to the 
Planning and Research Division staff 
where he serves as the coordinator of 
the communications project and the 
police consultant on functional re
quirements. The enabling ordinance 
for this position has already receiv
ed approval and the Communications 
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Proj ect Sergeanot commenced his duties 
in the early planning stages of the 
communications program. His duties 
will continue through the implementa
tion phase and are to extend beyond 
the duration of the Impact Program. 

He coordinates the activities of the 
consultants, the Bureau of Communica
tions, and police users. He facili
tates planning recommendations, 
advises in communications training, 
and assists in the preparation of 
standard operating procedures. He 
maintains contacts with agencies that 
employ similar systems in order to 
anticipate problem areas. He promotes 
compatible communications systems 
throughout the metropolitan area by 
meeting with other governmental bodies. 
He serves as ongoing planner in com
munications research, funding endeav
ors, and evaluations. He submits a 
bi-monthly progress report to the 
Project Director, with copies directed 
to the Deputy Chief of the Operations 
Branch. 

(5) The Lieutenant (Public Information). 
This officer serves on the staff of 
the AC/O, providing citizens in the 
Portland Metropolitan Area with infor
mation on Task Force activity and mea
sures that may be taken to thwart tar
get crimes Until a Crime Prevention 
Program is established, this officer 
will utilize news media releases and 
communications public service time to 
disseminate i.nformation. Once the 
Crime Prevention Program is implement
ed, the Lieutenant will serve in ei
ther one of two capacities, depending 
on the structure of the Program. If 
the Crime Prevention/public Information 
Program is placed under Portland Po
l.ice control, he will command that 
unit. If the public information func
tion is controlled by another agency, 
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the Lieutenant will act as police 
liaison officer. Whichever course of 
action results, this officer will de
vote all of his efforts in public in
formation for the duration of the 
Impact Program. 

(6) The Legal Advisor. 
This individual is a member of the Bar. 
He will be reassigned to the Operations 
Branch and will be on the staff of the 
AC/O. He will provide an in-Branch 
capability to draw search warrants, 
aid in structuring sound cases for 
prosecution (in cooperation with the 
office of the District Attorney), of
fer guidance in assuring the rights of 
all citizens affected by the Task Force 
Operations, and maintain a research 
and training program on Appellate Court 
decisions and other trends related to 
the Criminal Justice system. 

(7) The Statistical Analyst . 
This individual will be assigned to 
the Operational Support Element and 
will be directly responsible to the 
AC/O. He will provide support to other 
members of the staff, particularly the 
Sergeant in his capacity as planner and 
information disseminator. The analyst 
will assist in converting raw data into 
timely and meaningful information; 
graphically illustrate the problem to 
operational units and personnel; pre
pare analytical projections for tacti
cal planning; and assist in establish
ing new or untried data bases. 

(8) The Legal Secretary. 
This employee will provide the Legal 
Advisor with clerical services. As 
her schedule permits, she will also 
provide general secretarial services 
to the AC/O, including the maintenance 
of office files and functioning as a 
receptionist. 
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(9) The Police Records Clerk. 
This employee will perform gen1eral 
clerical duties for the Deputy Chief 
of Operations, the ACIO, and the 
Lieutenant in charge of public infor
mation. Since this position entails 
extensive typing duties, the ACIO may 
wish a Clerk Typist rather than a PRC. 

In summary, the Assistant Chief of Operations 
and his staff will be responsible to the Deputy rji,n.l. 
Chief of the Operations Branch in assuring that ~ 
all phases of the Police Impact Program be a 
well-balanced effort. The office will manage iId~""""'--
funds, establish priorit~ and supply-guidance 
and information. The ACIO and staff will pro-
vide ongoing evaluation and react to areas that 
need improvement by planning and implementing 
alternate methods. They will assure that Task 
Force operations supplement routine nperations 
and will assist regular operational personnel in 
efforts to combat street crimes and burglaries. 
They will ~aintain communications with all law 
enforcement agencies in the Portland Metropoli-
tan Area ar~ facilitate an active exchange of 
information on target crimes and its perpetrat-
ors. They will assist in planning programs and 
implementing communications to improve operations 
in reducing target crime. They will establish 
effective public relations in order to enhance 
citizen awareness and involvement in the crime 
problem. 

Crime Occurrence Information Computer Data/Ana
lyst System. This activity provides for a rapid 
and precise method of handling data that is col
lected by the standardized field reporting sys
tem. It will make available, a major tool to 
the Deputy Chief of the Operations Branch and 
the ACIO as they seek to improve the appreh~~n
sion rates for target crimes. 

In order to transform the collected crime da\ta 
into timely, usable information, a new and auto
mated file must be established. 
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Currently, the Columbia Region Information Shar
ing System (CRISS) schedule calls for the comple
tion of a Crime File subsystem in their develop
ment plans. The information within this file is 
similar to what the Bureau needs: data on crime 
activity. However, the rapid updating and re
trieval capabilities under this program will be 
accessible by November of 1973 at the earliest. 
Under this proposal an acceleration of the CRISS 
schedule, with the addition of several other re
quirements and capabilities, would take place. 
The acceleration will narrow the gap between 
Strike Force implementation and the ability to 
receive up-to-date crime activity information." 

Upon completion, the Crime File will be the pri
mary statistical information source to the AC/O 
and staff. It will provide valuable assistance 
in the areas of patrol deployment, Strike Force 
deployment, patrol evaluation, and the evalua
tion of Impact Programs. 

The Crime File. This support function can be 
accomplished by designing and implementing an 
on-line system of data entry and retrieval. On
line entry of data will enable the Task Force 
and Portland area police agencies to process and 
retrieve large amounts of rapidly changing infor
mation. It will also provide for continuous up
dating that will be used in many areas which re
quire rapid and accurate decisions. In addition 
to greatly reducing delay inherent in hand-coding 
and keypunch systems, edit routines can be appli
ed by the computer that will keep errors at a 
minimum. 

Knowledge' of a crime will be made available with
in twenty-four hours after occurrence. This 
continuous monitoring capability will appreciably 
increase police effectiveness with regard to 
target crimes. 

The Crime File will be in harmony with, and 
provide for, support of certain portions of the 
automated command and control systems currently 
being studied under an LEAA grant. This file 
would contain, but not b~ limited to, the follow
ing types of data: 
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( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6 ) 
(7) 
(8 ) 
(9 ) 

(10 ) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14 ) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17 ) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
( 22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25 ) 
(26) 
(27 ) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30 ) 
(31) 

Type of Crime 
Month Occurred 
Day Occurred (of month) 
Day Occurred (of week) 
Year Occurred 
Time of Day Occurred (by hour) 
Case Number 
Radio District 
Grid Location 
Census Tract 
Stolen Value 
'l'ype of Stolen Property 
Recovered Value 
Month Cleared 
Year Cleared 
Cleared by 
How Cleared 
Sex, Age, & Race of Person Arrested 
Street Address Where Crime Occurred 
Recovery 
Type of Premise 
Method and Point of Entry 
Instrument and Force Used 
Location of Victim 
Victims Activity 
Location of Property 
Unusual Actions 
Worthless Documents 
Age of Victim 
Sex of Victim 
Race of Victim 

Many items on this list are not readily avail
able. Presently, a period of two to six weeks 
is required to receive part of this information. 
Other elements of this list are not gathered at 
this time. The automated Crime File will fill 
both these deficiencies. 

Another capability that will be made available 
to the AC/O and staff is the performance of 
basic mathematical tests on current and past 
data. Some of these tests include the projection 
of short and long trends, correlation of varia
bles, and the allocation of resources through a 
linear programming model. 
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In order to make the automated Crime File 
accessible at the earliest possible date, prior
ity of data needs to the Strike Force will direct 
the development efforts. In addition,the man 
hour time, as indicated in the budget, will be 
compressed. The divisibility of work load for 
this project is unknown. Development time may 
take as much as one year.~ Because the Data Pro
cessing Authority (DPA) does not have avail-
able personnel to accelerate their current sche
dule, additional outside analysts and program
mers will be hired to work exclusively on this 
project under the supervision of DPA. These 
additional individuals will enable the project 
to become operational in the shortest possible 
time with high priority information made avail
able first. 

strike Force. One of the two activities of the 
Operations Branch is the direct application of 
mission-oriented police resources to combat 
street crimes and burglaries. 

In considering the nature of Strike Force activ
ity, the Assistant Chief of Operations and his 
staff establish priorities for program require
ments and account for the expenditure of Impact 
Funds. When applied to Strike Force operations, 
these functions translate to detailing when, 
wher~ and in what manner target crimes are being 
committed and are likely to be committed. To 
accomplish this, the AC/O must tap all available 
information sources, with the aid of the Sergeant 
and the Statistical Analyst. 

Once the information is analyzed, the AC/O must 
recommend priorities to the Deputy Chief of 
Operations for Strike Force a"ttention, and advise 
on the type of operation most appropriate. The 
Deputy Chief will allocate the number and desig
nate the required expertise of the officers to 
be employed as a Strike Force Team. (Both prior
ities and team composition must be in keeping 
with available funds) . 

The criteria for priority establishment will be 
based on contemporary information. As the per
sonnel of the Analyst's Section on the AC/O's 
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staff become increasingly sophisticated in deal
ing with crime data, and as the Criminal Infor
mation Gathering Activity becomes fully opera
tional, the timeliness and scope of the infor
mation will be at a level never before available 
to this Bureau. The Deputy Chief can then react to 
crime trends as they develop. with the aid of 
the AC/O, and the counsel of the division and 
precinct commanders, the Deputy Chief can design 
a Strike Force team specifically tailored to the 
nature of the problem. 

The problem and its acuteness in relation to all 
other target crime activity in the Portland area 
will be determined through a data base which con
siders the modus operandi of the offense; the 
type of victim; the type of offender; the hour, 
day, and location of crime occurrence; and the 
frequency and seriousness of a given type of 
incident. Target areas will then be established. 
Teams of officers with professional talents that 
suit the nature of the operation will be fielded 
in accord with both past and projected criminal 
activity time patterns . 

After determining high crime target areas, the 
AC/O will immediately contact the commander of 
the precinct which contains the selected target 
area to inform him about the target location, 
the time of operation, and the type of team(s) 
that will be allotted. The AC/O will provide 
the precinct commander with all available in
telligence to aid the precinct in tactical plan
ning. It should be emphasized that patrol-ori
ented operations will be planned and implemented 
by precinct personnel utilizing the broad guid
ance and resources provided by the AC/O. 

If all or part of the Strike Force team is to be 
composed for uniform officers, the precinct 
commander will select these team members from 
volunteers. Selection will be based on the 
volunteer's demonstrated suitability for the 
task. 

If the Strike Force teams will include investi
gative positions, the AC/O will notify the com
manding officer of the appropriate unit to 
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select the qualified personnel. If technical 
service positions, such as scientific investiga
tion personnel are required, the Deputy Chief of 
Operations will communicate his need to the De
puty Chief of Services. 

In most instances, a team supervisor will be re
quired. He will be a superior officer from an 
assigned position appropriate to the nature of 
the task; i.e. a Detective Sergeant for an in
vestigation-oriented Strike Force and a Uniform 
Sergeant for patrol type operations. The normal 
assignment of the supervisor and team personnel, 
and the nature of the operation will govern whe
ther precinct or detective and other specialist 
unit commanders will establish tactics. This 
tactical planning function will be assigned by 
the AC/O. 

The Strike Force will ordinarily report to the 
involved precinct or division before operating 
in the selected target area. The team supervi
sor or senior team member will coordina'te with 
the Relief or Detail Commander and his staff. 

As soon as equipment acquisition permits, and 
even before data gathering and analysis func
tions are fully operational, Strike Force teams 
will be employed. Immediate action is possible 
because previously acquired data shows that the 
high incide~of street crimes and burglaries 
reflect a definite and stable pattern. (See 
Diagram III E) • 

There is no sure way to anticipate how patterns 
will be affected by Strike Force operations. 
For example, it may alter crime rates or simply 
cause offenders to operate in another location. 
However, before significant pattern changes oc
cur, the Criminal Information Gathering Activity 
and the Analyst Section will have gathered suf
ficient data to permit the AC/O to respond appro
priately. 

Operations Against Street Crimes. At the onset 
of Strike Force team operations, one Sergeant 
and eight Patrolmen will operate in a selected 
area of high street crime occurrence during hours 
and days when criminality is most frequent. 
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This team will consist of four, two-man units 
drawn from the appropriate precincts and will 
be supervised by a patrol Sergeant. Initially, 
this team will operate approximately 30 hours a 
week. 

Each sub-unit will be equipped with unmarked ve
hicles, night surveillance equipment, and per-
son communications capabilities. The patrol-
men will wear plain clothes. 

They will be assigned to conduct a coordinated 
and covert patrol of the area to include sur
veillance of likely locations and victims of 
street crimes. Since the target area will be 
relatively small, four units will constitute a 
"saturatedll patrol. 

The regular district car will patrol the same 
area, but will not interfere with the covert op
eration. 

The supervising Sergeant will submit nightly 
activity reports to the Precinct Commander and 
the Deputy Chief of the Operations Branch. Based 
on these reports and other indicators, the area 
of operation may be expanded, condensed, or alter
ed. The team composition may also change to in
clude the use of decoys, uniformed and marked 
patrols, walking beats, detailed identification 
of suspicious persons, and other proven methods 
of suppression or apprehension for this class of 
crime. 

As a result of this operation, it is projected 
that the incidence of street crimes in the se
lected target area will be reduced by 75% with
in thirty days, provided the operation is main
tained for that duration. In terms of actual 
offenses, this amounts to a reduction of approx
imately 16 cases of armed and unarmed robbery, 
and a IIfringe benefits ll reduction of other street 
crimes. It is estimated that previous robbery 
clearance rates of 23% to 24% will be increased 
to 35% due primarily to "on-sight" and approxi
mate-to-the-crime arrest. 
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It should be noted that while a covert operation 
is advocated, it is maintained that there will 
also be a crime suppression effect. This is 
largely because no unmarked patrol operation can 
remain surreptitious when working in a confined 
node of mixed business, residence and light 
industry, such as the potential target areas. 
Neighborhood frequenters,particularly those 
engaged in vice related activity, will very 
shortly pass "the word ll

• 

While this practice has a salutary effect on 
those contemplating the commission of a street 
crime in the target area, it also rapidly less
ens the possibilities of apprehension. That is, 
although prolonged operation of a team in one 
area may facilitate comparative evaluation, af
ter a time the rate of apprehension will decrease. 
Thus, after reaching this stage of diminishing 
r8turns, operations will be shifted to a "second
ary" target until it is judged to be as profit
able to rework the prime high incidence area. 
It is not feasible to specify the place, area, 
time of day, day of week, or team composition of 
Strike Force operations beyond the initially em
ployed as herein described . 

In summary, the street crime oriented Strike 
Force team will begin their operations through 
three basic activities: 

(1) Saturation of high target crime areas, 
(2) Increased detection of crimes in pro

gress, 
(3) Reduced police response time. 

Operations Against Burglaries. It is advocated 
that initial efforts to reduce burlary rates 
coincide with the fielding of street crime as 
described above. Burglary, however, must be ap
proached in a somewhat different manner, for 
national and local experience consistently indi
cates that suppressive patrol tactics do not dra
matically affect this offense. Burglary appre
hensions are enhanced by concentrated, well
conducted patrol, but to achieve optimum effect, 
this patrol should be complemented by quality 
investigation, excellent scientific processing 
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of evidence, and the intelligent use of intru
sion alarm devices. The resulting increased 
apprehensions have a direct bearing on the risk 
factor for the burglar, thus deterring many who 
commit this offense on a casual or crime-of
opportunity basis. 

At the outset of the program a primary target 
area will be selected for concentrated burglary 
Strike Force operations. This target area would 
be one of five locations suffering high burglary 
rates, although the exact location choice and 
timing of operation would, of necessity, be con
fidential information known only to the Opera
tions Branch and the involved precincts and div
isions. 

An additional 20 to 30 intrusion alarm devices 
will be installed within the selected target 
area. Two Strike Force Teams comprised of De
tective personnel with alarm installation exper
ience will strategically locate these devices. 
It is projected that this phase of the program 
will require 60 to 90 man hours. 

Although alarm installation sites will be desig
nated on the basis of past victimization and 
the team's knowledge of the nature of burglary 
operations, it is antictpated that the vast ma
jority of sites will be in business or light 
industry facilities. Past experience has demon
strated that accurate prediction of a "hit" in 
residential areas is extremely remote unless there 
are special circumstances, such as a pattern of 
deliberate vandalism or harrassment being per
petrated against a homeowner. 

Following the installation of alarms, a strike 
Force consisting of two teams will be fielded. 
One of these teams will operate with four un
marked vehicles manned by four uniformed Patrol
men. This team's primary task will be to provide 
ready response to activated alarms in conjunc
tion with regular district officers. While it 
is desirable that these officers work from un
marked vehicles to reduce their visibility, it 
is necessary that they be uniformed for their 
protection and safety when they are required to 
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search buildings and conduct block-by-block 
sweeps for suspects attempting to elude arrest. 
Both the Strike Force team members and the reg
ular district officers and their supervisor must 
be equipped with individual communications de
vices to facilitate coordinated cover and search 
operations. 

A secondary task of this team will be to gather 
and record information concerning suspicious ve
hicles, persons, and circumstances in the target 
area that CQuld later be used for identification 
of burglary offenders. This intelligence will 
be largely gathered in a covert manner. 

Expectations are that 80% of all incidents of 
alarms activated by intruders, will result in 
the arrest of one or more perpetrators while 
this team is operating in the selected target 
area. 

The second team in the Strike Force operation 
against burglary will consist of a Detective and 
a Scientific Investigator. Their duties will 
consist of an immediate and in-depth investiga
tion of burglaries committed in the target area 
in order to establish the modus operandi and to 
gather evidentiary material. These officers will 
be allocated field scientific investigation equip
ment and appropriate surveillance paraphernalia, 
and will operate out of the mobile crime labora
tory. 

Normally, a.team of this nature would be best 
employed during the morning hours when the bulk 
of burglary offenses are discovered by business
es, or during the evening when homeowners return 
to their residencesto discover that they have 
been burglarized. 

For purposes of this operation, however, it is 
advocated that the investigative team maintain 
the same hours as the patrol team for two reasons: 
(1) when not engaged in investigative activities, 
they can supplement the surveillance efforts of 
the patrolmen, and (2) there is a greater like
lihood of immediate crime discovery (with the 
attendant desirability of an immediate 
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investigation) while the Strike Force is actually 
in operation. If circumstances prove that this 
team could better be employed during other hours, 
an adjustment may be readily made by the Coordi
nator. 

It is estimated that this team could provide a 
concentrated investigation of burglaries at a 
maximum rate of four man hours for each offense. 
This would include a thorough examination of the 
premises, the collection and preservation of 
evidence, a definitive interview of known witness
es, and a canvass for undiscovered witnesses. 

It should be emphasized that the investigative 
team will alleviate the task of the regular dis
trict to conduct the initial investigation, thus 
enabling him to carry out additional patrol 
activity. 

With the patrol and investigative teams working 
in tandem, a 35% burglary clearance rate is 
foreseen; and after 30 days of operation in a 
selected target area, burglary offenses will 
show a 60% reduction. 

To summarize, burglary-oriented Strike Force 
teams will initially institute a program that 
includes three basic elements: (1) immediate, 
in-depth and scientific investigation, (2) in
creased detection of crimes-in-progress and 
(3) reduced police response time. ' 

Training. As part of the Assistant Chief of Op
eration's responsibility to facilitate the func
tioning of various sub-units under his direction, 
he must provide necessary training. Because 
Strike Force members will be experienced police 
officers selected on the basis of their ability, 
much of the training will take the form of oper
at·ional guidance published by the AC/O to assist 
the precincts and divisions in formulating spec
ific tactics. 

The Police Bureau Training Division's video tape 
equipment, with monitors at all precincts and 
major divisions, will be available to the AC/O. 
The video training tapes are provided for in the 
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budget. The Bureau's video system is uniquely 
appropriate to aid the AC/O in transmitting the 
mission statement, operational guidelines, in
telligence, background events, and operational 
techniques. 

Additional Personnel Needs. Concomitant with 
expanded emphasis on investigative activities 
will be needs for an increase in personnel. 
Overtime p~y provides for flexible use of man
power, but continuity of investigation and en
hanced and extended uniform/detective con~uni
cations paths will be best served by an addition
al six full-time investigators in the Detective 
Division. Four of these Detectives will be 
assigned to the afternoon relief in the Burglary 
Detail and two to the same shift in the Robbery 
Detail. 

These investigators will work with both the 
Strike Force teams and the Criminal Information 
Gathering Activity. They will be the main point 
of contact for information exchange with the 
criminal intelligence portion of the Intelli
gence Division. It is anticipated that much of 
their activity will be carried on in the field . 
They will concentrate efforts in developing in
formants, working "undercover ll

, and interdicting 
fencing operations. 

Coupled with this effor·t will be an enlargment of 
field activity in scientific crime detection, in
volving two additional technicians assigned to 
the Identification Division. They will operate 
from a newly provided mobile crime laboratory in 
detection, collection, and analysis of evidence 
at the crime scene. 

Since the present manning of the Intelligence 
Division cannot support additional activity, a 
Sergeant and a Patrolman will be added to this 
unit. The Sergeant will function as night super
visor (none presently exists). The Patrolman 
will work exclusively in the Criminal Intelli
gence field in target crime activity. These two 
officers will serve as the informati9n collection, 
processing, and dissemination point for the 
Operations Branch. 
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Finally, three new officer positions will be 
added to the Communications Division. Communi
cations upgrading calls for one more dispatch 
position due, in part, ,to the implementation of 
an additional operations channel. The three 
proposed communications officer positions will 
be the minimal amount to man the upgrading. 

The Criminal Information Gathering Activity. 
The most economical method of criminal appre
hension is through the utilization of paid in
formants and the strategic submersion of under
cover personnel into suspected criminal sub-
cultures. These methods will be employed through 
the tactical support of the Operations Branch. 

The effective use of informants and undercover 
personnel demands an appreciable amount of se
curity. Thus, projected budgetary expenditures 
and operational plans must be stated only in 
general terms. 

At its inception, the Assistant Chief of Opera
tions will allocate funds to members in the 
Detective, Intelligence, and Special Investiga
tion Divisions. The monies would be used for: 
(1) incidental expenses for informant's opera
tions, (2) the "C.O.D." purchase of information 
of specific crimes, (3) the purchase of stolen 
property for evidentiary purposes, (4) the main
tenance of undercover personnel, and (5) for 
ongoing cost of sustaining operations. 

The Criminal Information Gathering Activity will 
interdict and reduce fencing operations in the 
Portland Metropolitan Area, thus reducing a 
source of revenue (and the profit motive) for 
the thief and burglar. 

There are several methods of accomplishing this 
interdiction. Undercover officers, gaining the 
confidence of the criminal element, will purchase 
stolen property to be used as evidence for pro
secution. Acting as a member of the criminal 
subculture, through introduction by an inform
ant, the officer can obtain evidence in meeting 
places or points of contact for exchange of 
stolen property. 
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Another interdictory activity focuses on the dis
persal of stolen credit cards and personal ident
ification. These items enter the stream of il
legal usage through channels that differ from 
other types of stolen property. They are highly 
portable, concealable, and carry no intrinsic 
value until used by the individual, and general
ly go directly from the thief to a series of il
legal users. Undercover agents find out from 
informants where contacts for sales are made, 
the identity of dealers involved" and then fre
quent these locations to witness transactions. 

Evidence for prosecution can thus be gathered 
while the effects are still at or near the in
itial distribution level. Suppression will be 
enhanced when information of the covert opera
tion is circulated by the criminal element. 

Another means of facilitating prosecution for 
target crimes is the establishment of "store-
frone1 0perations. Local experience in this 
type of operation has shown it to be an excel
lent method of obtaining evidence by drawing 
stolen property to the light of scrutiny al"l.J. 
identifying perpetrators of burglaries and 
robberies. This method calls for the mainten
ance of seemingly authentic fencing operations 
in a "storefront" and sufficient funds for ex
penses of officer time and the purchase of sto
len property over a protracted period. 

Other benefits derived from the Criminal Infor
mation Gathering Activity include the use of 
informants to identify active criminals for 
concentration by Strike Force efforts. Also 
included is the reduction of surveillance time 
by pinpointing criminal targets named by inform
ants. 

It is projected that there will be increases in 
rates of conviction and guilty pleas due to 
apprehension of offenders in the act. 

Existing and projected strengths in the Detec
tive Division (83-89), the Special Investiga
tions Division (36), and the Intelligence Div
ision (5-7) will be utilized to seek out and 
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employ informants. The most appropriate invest
igative unit will be engaged in criminal infor
mation gathering activities in the same manner 
as Strike Force personnel. 

The Deputy Chief of Operations will control the 
level of operation and be responsible for dis
persing and accounting for expenditures of funds 
and manpower. Direct supervision of these activ
ities will be by the normal command channels of 
the appropriate investigative divisions. 

Communications Systems. While this request ad
dresses immediate needs in radio communications, 
there has been a long recognized requirement for 
total system upgrading in this area. Studies by a 
private contractual firm (PSSI) should serve to 
technically articulate the problems and their 
solution. 

Preliminary information has been presented to i:he 
Impact Task Force and a tentative commitment of 
$2,000,000 in impact funds has been allocated to 
the total project. 

The Diagram labeled IIIC portrays the activities 
scheduled for the. entire cornnunications project. 
The request in this document is designated as 
"Funding Request Number 1" and will be followed 
by other c0rmnunications grant requests appropri
ate to planning studies being conducted. 

Two hundrl~d personal portable radios and attend
ant accessories are essential to Task Force and 
Police Bureau operations. This equipment will 
weld Strike Force Teams, patrol district units, 
and traffic units into a combined effort against 
target crimes by~ 

(1) Allowing ready communications access 
to all units for superior tactical 
flexibility; 

(2) Permitting patrol and traffic officers 
to contribute to the reduction of the 
subject crimes; 

(3) Facilitating Strike Force communications 
with normal street forces, so that 
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(6) 

coordination is enhanced and emergency 
support can be gained when necessary; 
Contributing to better police/citizen 
relations by impartation of the feel
ing that when the police are on-duty 
they are always available; 
Enhancing surveillance activites by 
providing better communications modes; 
and, 
Improving the personal safety of offi
cers by allowing for coordination in 
tactical operations and providing a 
method of instantaneous summons of assist
ance when he is aione. 

This phase of the Communications Proposal also 
includes the funding necessary to bring channel 
F-3 into the voting receiver system and to bring 
both channels F-3 and F-4 to an operational level. 
In essence, this is a "stop-gap" measure until 
final systems upgrading is undertaken, but it is 
essential to accommodate present and projected 
activity demands. 

A second temporary measure, necessitated by the 
Strike Force and accelerated Bureau operations, 
is the increased propagation reliability of 
channels F-I, F-2, F-3, and F-4, plus the modif
ication of the dispatched facilities to accommo
date the use of all four channels. 

This calls for the installation of a temporary 
base repeater station in an area that will im
prove propagation and the upgrading of existing 
stations to enhance reliability. Placement of 
voting receivers will also be temporary, but in 
such a manner as to provide coverage in marginal 
signal areas many of which coincide with poten
tial target areas of high crime incidence. 
These placements will be approximated and based 
on completed propagation pattern studies as well 
as analysis of··weak signal areas. 

Channels F-I and F-2 will be standard Bureau 
operating channels. The systems support facili
ties will upgrade base stations and enhance 
voting receiver capabilities throughout the city. 
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Channel F-3 will be made a duplex system and be 
designated a primary Strike Force channel, but 
will also be a standby operations channel (with 
channel F-l and F-2) if overloading demands so 
indicate. 

Channel F-4 will be maintained as a simplex sys
tem, but will have wider reliability and operat
ing capabilities for alarms. In addition, audio 
capabilities are furthered, and this channel will 
be used as a secure (surveillance) communications 
path. This will allow for portable-to-portable 
transmissions over a limited distance without 
monitoring by other operational units. A fifth, 

__ channel (designated Fx) will be used in limited 
area, ultra-secure operations, relying on 
personal portable radios only. 

It is also vitally important to extend the radio 
alarm system with the purchase of ninety (90) 
multiple outlet intrusion alarm devices. This 
will be accompanied by an expansion and upgrading 
of supportive equipment. These alarm devices are 
a key part of Strike Force operations against 
burglaries and should be acquired prior to the 
fielding of teams in selected target areas . 

The Bureau of Communications will assist in 
setting the bid procedures for this equ'ipment 
(with portable equipment ordered per the State 
Standing Bid) and will assume responsibility for 
direction of installation. 

The Training Division, Bureau of Police, will 
provide for familiarization with the use of new 
personnel portables and channel F-3 and F-4. 
Each member of the Police Bureau will undergo 
this training. 

with installation and training completed, this 
portion of the Communications Proposal will be 
put into immediate use by Task Force and Bureau 
operations. 
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IV I EVALUATION 
It is anticipated that the overall evaluation 
of the project will be the subject of professional 
attention provided by the Impact Task Force 
Committee staff. Such attention will come from 
additional evaluative criteria developed by the 
Evaluation Section of the Oregon Law Enforcement 
Council. Criteria contained in this section 
are suitable for internal and external evalua-
tion of goal attainment. The internal evaluation, 
for purposes of control, will be the responsibility 
of the Project Director. He will be assisted ; 
by the Deputy Chief, Operations Branch, and his 
staff, who are specifically charged with institu
ting a programmed inspection system. One Lieutenant 
assigned to the staff of the Ac/o will expend 80% 
of his efforts in an evaluative function. He will: 

(1) Submit a weekly summary report of 
the accomplishments of the two 
Task Force activity areas. (In
cluded in his report will be 
suggestions for improving and 
refining the activities), 

(2) Personally monitor Strike Force 
operations as well as measure their 
performance against the established 
objectives, 

(3) Conduct an evaluation of ,the Criminal 
Information Gathering Activity, giving 
attention to both the quality and 
quanti ty of ,the information as it 
applies to increased arrest rates 
in the area of fencing operations, 
and assistance in the efficient 
deployment of Strike Force personnel, 

(4) Examine the quality of the computer 
crime information program and the 
IIturn around ll time as applied to the 
stated objective of 24-hour return 
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on crime occurrenCe information, and 

(5} Maintain contact with the progress of 
communications planning and implemen
tation, and monitor the functional 
operation with particular reference to 
air time availability and receipt
dispatch/dispatch-arrival time. 
(This would be accomplished in conjunc
tion with the Communications Project 
Sergeant. ) 

It should be emphasized that a vital part of the 
evaluation process will be personal contact with 
members of the Police Bureau. Although command 
and supervisory opinions are of value, the 
estimations of operational personnel will be of 
particular benefit. It is the on-the-ground 
experience of members, as they implement the 
Task Force activities, that will be the major 
factor in both program alteration and recommen
dations for their continued utilization after 
the Impact grant period. 

The following are criteria for evaluation of 
the communications project portion of the 
program proposal: 

A reduction in police response time 
for all calls to service, which 
averaged 11 minutes per call in 
1971. (No data has been kept on 
calls of an emergency nature). It 
is anticipated that by the end of 
Phase III for communication upgrading, 
the response time for all calls will 
be reduced by 25%. 

(2) ) Increased record and property checks by 
mobile street units. As measured by 
radio call cards, the level of this 
autivity can be established over the 
past year. With the employment of new 
communications equipment, a comparison 
may be made between the implementation 
year and the previous year, with the 
measure to be predicted at an increase 
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of 25% in aotivity. 

(3) A reduotion of F-l, F-2 ohannel oongestion 
experienoed during peak usage hours. 
The peak congestion on these two channels 
at the end of the three year period will 
be reduced by 50%. 

(4) The suocessful placement of oommunioa
tions equipment to a predicted 98% 
reliability propagation pattern for 
both alarm signals and personal 
portable signals. 

(5) A decrease of emergency maintenance 
oosts on alarms by 20%. 

(6) Officers lIout-of-carll time will be 
measured indirectly by an increase of 
20% in field contaot reporting 
activity . 

(7) The positive viewing of the program 
by the public as measured by the change 
in before~and-after attitudinal 
surveys conducted by the Office of 
Criminal Justioe Planning Coordinator. 

(8) A 10% increase in detection by police 
of orime hazards and crimes-in-progress, 

(9) A subjective evaluation of equipment-
user feelings toward communications 
capabilities, projecting a change in 
ourrent negative reactions to a general 
positive feeling with a resulting improve
ment in morale. 

(10) Communioations projeot planning and 
implementation measured,in part, by 99% 
utilization of newly acquired equip
ment in the final Phase III program 
design. 

(11) A lowering of the injury rate of police 
by 5%, using either the number or 
severity of police injuries due to 
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personal attack or resistance of 
prisoners. 

In addition to the above evaluation criteria, 
other specific performance measures will be 
employed for use in the evaluation process. 
Such criteria measure the effectiveness of the 
functional areas of the remainder of the program, 
and serve as guidelines in the determination of 
whether each element is preceding in harmony 
with the project objectives. The following are 
specific criteria for these evaluations: 

-V (1) An increase in the number of initial, ~ 
on-the-scene investigations of burglaries 
by detectives from a level estimated 
to be 1% of the crime detected, to 
3% of the crimes detected, 

(2) A 20% increase of scientific investi
gations carried on in the field by 
identification personnel, 

(3) An increase in the annual clearance 
rate for burglaries from 23 to 35%, 

(4) A reduction of 60% of burglaries occurring 
in areas selected for Strike Force 
operations after thirty days of concen
tration, 

(5) An overall reduction of 50% in subject 
crimes in the selected target areas, 

(6) A 10% increase in the number of burglary 
and robbery cases investigated by the 
Detective Division 

(7) A 40% clearance rate by arrests for 
burglaries in areas of five primary 
targets (highest crime areas) where 
alarms are installed, 

(8) A reduction in the number of stranger
to-stranger street crimes by 75% in 
those areas selected for targeting by 
Strike Force personnel after a 
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concentration of thirty days effort, 

(9) An increase in the number of 
prosecutions for receiving and concealing 
stolen property (including fencing 
charges) py 50% the first year, 30% 
the second year, and 15% the third 
year, 

(10) A 10% increase in guilty pleas of 
those charged with target crime. 

Where a more long-term evaluation is desired 
on points (4), (7), ( 8), and (9), or 
concentrated effort cannot be exerted over the 
indicated time periods, trend change could 
serve as evaluation criteria. Trend analyses 
is appropriate for annual comparisons and success 
criteria designated as: 

(1) Reversal or declination of trend 
line positive slope, or 

(2) Increase in negative declination over 
preceding time period, or 

(3) Reversal or alteration of predicted 
trend (decreasing positive trend 
angle or increasing negative trend 
angle) • 

The preceding criteria measures goals and objec
tives that are optimistic. If there is a high 
degree of success towards attainment (that can 
be attributed to program activities) the 
future operational planning of the Portland 
Police Bureau will be materially effected. 
Seldom have the police been presented with the 
opportunity to implement large-scale procedural 
changes with a lengthy evaluation period, while 
not chancing a serious detrimental influence 
on contemporary levels of law enforcement. 
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VI BUDGET 
The proposed budget is prepared on a program 
attributed line item basis with a good portion 
of the justification either being self-evident 
in the item-user relationship or having been 
addressed in previous sections of the proposal. 
It is necessary, however, to expand and clarify 
certain areas. 

The accounting for Police Impact funds will be 
accomplished as part of the normal accounting 
procedure through the office of the Chief Clerk, 
Bureau of Police. The responsible officer for 
funding implementation will be the Chief of Po
lice, as Project Director. Assistant Chief of 
Operations (AC/O) will be delegated with the 
appropriate and balanced utilization of monies 
allocated for personnel services. 

Initially, funds for consultant fees are in
cluded for Bureau reorganization efforts. The 
cost of this endeavor was computed on a man/year 
basis and included calculation of base salary 
plus a projection of consultant firm overhead 
and profit margin. 

Salaries for positions currently in the City's 
personnel structure were figured on a full wage 
scale as of January 1973. Positions having no 
City government classification were scaled on 
comparable wages in the private sector. 

A 6% pay increment increase was projected for' 
1974 and 1975. For sworn police officers, the 
standard 23% fringe benefit consideration is ut
ilized. Civilian employees of the Bureau are 
shown at 20% fringe benefit. These figures re
present actual costs to the City. 

Personnel Costs. F10xibility in Strike Force 
operations is the necessary ingredient for an 
immediate, ·telling response to target crime in
c~dents. It is therefore not feasible to place 
a personnel item in the budget for Strike Force 
teams in terms of a specific number of officers 
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of particular rank working a given number of 
hours a week, other than the full-time posi
tions named. Rather, the approach to this 
question consisted of establishing a lItype" 
Strike Force composed of varying ways that would 
be generally adequate to projected requirements 
and then attaching a dollar cost. The figure 
arrived at was $300,000 per annum or $900,000 
over the three year extent of the Impact Pro
gram. 

In addition to overtime provisions for staffing 
of Strike Force activities, funding for several 
full-time positions is contained in the budget. 
It is anticipated that increased arrest and 
investigative duties will be the result of in
formant fund utilization and an upswing in under
cover work. To handle this load, plus add con
tinuity to investigations focused on fencing op
erations, six Detectives will be assigned as 
earlier indicated. The same holds true for an 
increased capability requirement in scientific 
inves·tigation (Identification Division) and 
intelligence gathering . 

Strike Force wage scales were calculated at 
time and a half and included the projected cost 
of living raises for the duration of the project. 
Because fringe benefit costs are included in the 
officer's regular duty wage, they are not a con
sideration in figuring time and a half-c0st. A 
Patrolman's salary,therefore,amounts to approx
imately $11 per hour and a Detective and/or 
Sergeant averages $13 per hour. 

At these rates, the $900,000 Strike Force per
sonnel budget would provide 33,231 Detective/ 
Sergeant man hours (4,154 man days) and 42,545 
Patrolmen man hours (14,182 man days) over the 
duration of the project. These figures are 
based on a ratio of 52% Patrolmen, 34% Detec
tives and specialists,and 14% Sergeants~ per
centile allocations believed to be realistic to 
the projected needs, but in no way incumbent up
on the AC/O to maintain if the situation war
rants otherwise. 
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To assist in visualizing how these man-hour 
figures translate in terms of example team 
composition, the following is presented: 

1. A sample team consisting of: 

One Sergeant, 
Four Detectives, 
Two Identification or S.I.D. Officers, and 
Eight Patrolmen 

could be employed four eight- hour 
days a week over a three-year period. 

or 

2. The same hours could be worked over the 
same period by a team consisting of 

One Sergeant and 
Fifteen Patrolmen, 

or 

3. In case of investigation oriented 
operations, the same time could be 
worked by a team made up of: 

One Detective Sergeant, 
Ten Detectives, and 
Two S.I.D. Officers. 

A factor that must be weighed in considering available 
police manpower for Strike Force activity is the 
time necessary for court appearance as a result 
of arrest occurring in conjunction with Task 
Force operations. A recent study from the Portland 
Police East Precinct reflects that officers assigned 
to the Afternoon Relief expend 10% of their duty 
time in court. Because the Strike Force would be 
engaged almost exclusively in felony cases, and not 
subject to routine radio calls, 'many of which are 
civil in nature or are resolved without an arrest, 
it seems logical to project that officers 
actively engaged in Strike Force activity may be 
required to spend as much as 15% to 20% of 
their budgeted time in court-related activity. 
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This aspect will have to be closely monitored 
by the AC/O. 

The Computer Program. The budget information 
on the computerized crime information package 
represents the best estimate of the project 
cost available at this juncture. Hardware cost 
estimates were supplied by an IBM representative. 
The Data Processing Authority was consulted 
concerning the program. It was their opinion 
that sufficient personnel is not available 
within existing governmental agencies to perform 
the task as a special project. Additional 
personnel would have to be acquired or the project 
would have to be referred to a consulting firm. 
In either case, project personnel should act 
directly under the office of the AC/O, in conjunc
tion with the Columbia Region Information Sharing 
System (CRISS), so that maximum effort can be 
exerted toward attaining the goals of utilization 
of the information. 

The analyst's time in the computer package budget is 
based on man-years, but in terms of real time this 
will be greatly compressed. The shared cost 
referred to in the budget will be that provided 
by CRISS. This sharing is appropriate because the 
program is actually an acceleration and extension 
of the CRISS Program. This shared cost is not 
reflected as a local match item because CRISS-is 
a federally funded project. 

The 256K core storage shown in the computer program 
budget gives a storage capacity for operations 
related information not presently available at the 
Data Processing Authority. This is the minimum 
storage increment obtainable. Other items shown 
include the equipment necessary to back up this unit, 
plus the normal continuous operating expenses for 
main'tenance common to computer programs of this t.ype. 
All core storage will be reserved for police use. 

The Communications Package. Cost itemization for 
the communications package, Phase I, is based on 
a line item ~9timate by the Director of the Bureau 
of Communications, City of Portland. 
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The major item appearing on the Phase I budget 
is personal portable radios. These units will have 
a frequency configuration selection and ~n opera
tional capability that is most apt to be 
compatible with any future mobile radio. Budge
tary provisions for engineering will permit the 
placement of satellite "voting" receivers to insure 
a 98% coverage for the two-watt power level personal 
portable radios requested. 

Consultant costs are included to cover engineering 
and installation. The Bureau of Communications 
lacks resources to accomplish these tasks, and 
will mainly confine their efforts to drawing 
specifications and performing supervision and 
inspection. 

other budgetary items include vehicle mounted 
charging sockets and precinct based stationary 
battery chargers which will allow the 'dni ts to 
be brought to 90% capacity charge in less than 
two hours. This precludes the expensive practice 
of purchasing three batteries for each unit. 

The 100 milli-watt transceivers found on the line 
item budget are for undercover assignment in the 
Criminal Information Gathering Activity. Their 
use will be for concealment on police agents When 
they are making contact with the criminal element, 
an essential means of promoting officer safety . 
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I!<lPACT BUDGET SUMMARY 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 

PERSONNEL 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION & SUBSISTENCE 
EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLIES & OPERATING EXPENSES 

SUB rrOTAL 

COMMUNICATIONS 

PERSONNEL 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
TRAVE~, TRANSPORTATION & SUBSISTENCE 
EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLIES & OPERATING EXPENSES 

SUB TOTAL 

COMPUTER PROGRAM 

PERSONNEL 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION & SUBSISTENCE 
EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLIES & OPERATING EXPENSES 

SUB TOTAL 

TOTAL 

PERCENT OF MATCH TO TOTAL = 25.0 
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DIAGRAM V-A 

LEAA MATCH 

1,734,376 444,674 
30,000 -----

6,000 3,000 
285,722 2,400 
100,000 290,246 

2,156,098 740,320 

LEAA MATCH 

------ 50,435 
~,OOO ------
------ ------

324,344 3,500 
------ 22,200 

354,344 76,135 

LEAA MATCH 

------- 70,741 
54,800 --_ ...... _-

------- ------
155,520 ------

55,068 38,660 

265,388 109,401 

2,775,830 925,856 

3,701,686 
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IMPACT BUDGET SUMMARY 

PERSONNEL 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CRIMINAL INFORMATION COMPUTER PROGRAM 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 
COMMUNICATIONS 

SUB TOTAL 

CRIMINAL INFORMATION COMPUTER PROGRAM 

SUB TOTAL 

TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION, & SUBSISTENCE 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CRIMINAL INFORMATION COMPUTER PROGRAM 

EQUIPMENT 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 
COMMUNICATIONS 

SUB TOTAL 

CRIMINAL INFORMATION COMPUTER PROGRAM 

SUPPLIES & OPER~TION EXPENSES 

OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 
COMMUNICATIONS 

SUB TOTAL 

CRIMINAL INFORMATION COMPUTER PROGRAM 

SUB TO'I'AL 

TOTAL 
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DIAGRAM V-B 

LEAA MATCH 

1,734,376 444,674 
------- 50,435 
------- 70,741 

1,734,376 565,850 

LEAA MATCH 

30,000 -----
30,000 -----
54,800 -----

114,800 ----

LEAA MATCH 

6,000 3,000 
----- ------
----- ------

6,000 3,000 

LEAA MATCH 

285,722 2,400 
324,344 3,500 
155,520 -----

'765,586 5,900 

LEAA MATCH 

100,000 290,246 
------- 22,200 

55,068 38,666 

155,068 351,106 

2,775,830 9~5,856 

3,701,686 
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Deputy Chief 20% 
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Lieutenant 2@100% 
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Detective 6@100% 
Identifications Officer 2@100% 
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Patrolman Specialist ___ r--l-OO% 
23% Fringe 
Legal Advisor 100% 
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Clerk Steno I _-.l.00% 
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20% Fringe 
P&R Staff Planning Imp. 2 0 %.iJJlj; / 
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Radio Dispatcher (Pt. Sp .) 3 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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C.GOR~ PROFESSIONAL SERVICES - B 
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Unit Model LEA-I\. Gran tee 
Item Ouantity Price 1st Yr 2nd Yr 3rd Yr Total Support Contrib. 

1. OPERATIONS SUPPORT PROGRAM 
__ Mg~consu1ting Flr:m---~Il m~n- yrt-=-~~-=_t3-0-,-oo-o-1=-_ ----------1-- ---- --J 3o;o~1 30, 00 oj ----
2. COMMUNICATIONS 1----1------1 -1- +------t-----.----.I-----.-1 

Desiqn Installation Ind. 
Consult. 30,000 30,000 130,000 

3. CRIMINAL INFORMATION I 

COMPUTER PROGRAM --- ____ .. _ ® __ I- I I 
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___ -----11-_ ===1= ~--~l ______ -=?- 1=1 1 1=---1 
I ----t 

~~--3----===t-----t-- ----l 

----1------+----- --t ---.. _- -t----t -+----

---fl------ j ______ -t=~~ 1 ---I--l 

----+-----1-----1- 1----------+-------------+ l- 1------1 

---~- I-- -----I 

-f -+ -t-------J 
------------1- + 1--- --------1 

___ ---=--=---=I·==-=~--=I----j----~==L-__=__==t=_.=-t _ _=__=__-=t=-_---t~ ___ ·1 

------ -------- ---=-=1- ----~-r=--- -- [--.-----1---=1------=I .--- -=-=c---
----------------~-------~- -~-------. -- -~ .. --- . -- -- • ---- -------1---- -----+----- -----1-

-----.------ -----1------ ---1- -----------1- ~-------~- -------~ ---1------·-----1 ~------ -- .• ~---

---------.------_ .. --------1--- - ---- , -- .. ·------I--- .. --~ ---,~ -I-------I------t-.. -~- ~-- .. ---_t --------

------------------------l --~----- ___ =_-~-.l ~~=__ ___ 1 ~ _--~.~~. -. ----------
--~----- - --..---_ .. - .. -._------

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES - B Diagram V-D 



• • ,I • 

CAGQR~ TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION, & SUBSISiEe - c 'E 
Item 

1. OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
Travel Fund 

Comm. Liaison Sgt. 

PROGRAM 

Unit 
Quantity Price 

Model 
1st Yr 2nd Yr 3rd Yr 

DIAGRA .. \I ------
LEAA Grantee 

Total Support Contrib. 

--I~- p~rs. ~_=-=- =~ ____ =~~=-=_=r-- _ - _-__ I 
2 trlps/ 

year@ 400 --~-800 --800- 800 2,400 -------~ -L,40U--

~ T6trJ..ps7 -@_ 506--~---6,OO~O -_ -_ ------- ---~--- -6;000-- e--lr,cnro_ J-.--

Subsistence 14 day - ------
-t~_rp I $25/day l 2~t 200 200=r--6-0-0 L-----.- 600 

---------------------t + ---+---------~------~ I ----t------I----=t--------I t --t-----------~I---
- ---1- ----I-- ~-- ----l ----1----+------

--------------------tl-----+ -t-----t 1 - +----. -+ 

------------------1-------; 1--- +-~ -+-----t-
-t-- ----I 1-----+_ t- ---I 

---4~-----~-----_t------__4---- ---+1 --- ~- ---J-------_i_ 

ttf 1---------1------+ 1-' ---t--------I 

-----------------r t--- t t--------+-----i III 
lQ 
CD 

~ ±----£==-3~- t 1==-1= 1= I 
-----+-- -4------

------------- -------+------J.-------/--------f 
--1----; -f------t-----f--------t-----I 

---__4 --1-1-----1 
---f 4 _______ _ 

-------1-------1 

---; /---- I--

----------tr-------j -~----=t-------I-----l----_l_-_+_---t 

--------- -1------+-------1------\ ------------f 
--------------i------I------I-----------t - -------/-------+-------t 

-I----f----- ---- ---- J-- ---- --J---------J---------J-

,-------------------1------1---------1------1 ------t---------t------·--t-------t-------
---------i ------1-- ------.-, -- ------.. - --- -----

r---C-] I -------f------- ------- ------ ---
------.------ - ---- ~ 

_____ .l ._. _________ .~ ____ . __ ~_." .• ______ • __ 

- ---_."-- ~---~-----~---.- ---- --. - • ~. -< .~---.-.. ~--~ --- --" •• --..,~---

-------------- -_ .. --- -~-." ,.. .. ------. ~-~- .. -.--.-- ------- -- ---.---- 1-- ---- ----

--~-

TRAVEL, TRANSPORTATION & SUBSISTENCE - C Diagram V-E 



.. 

I-(j 

Pl 
t.Q 

CD 

-J 
.t:. 

. .. 
C.GO;Y EQU I pr1ENT - D 

'. .p I', • -- DIAGRAJvl ._-----
Unit Model LEAA Grantee 

Item Qu~nti~y Price 1st Yr 2nd Yr 3rd Yr Total Support Contrib. 

1" OPERATIONS SUPPORT -~RqGI0M-I---3--1--35-(fo---1 -fo-,so-o-t-----=1--------.-llO,500 
10 , 50 O __ J---_. __ _ Cars 

-----,Ol::TIce 

Desks (30x60 metal) I. 6 1-. -i66-,-=---J 9'96 996 
Desk, Sec., Pede . 2_ -r 283 1 566 566 
Chair, Rev. Arm 6 63 378 I 378 
Chair, Sec. ~ 63 _____ 126 126 I 
Chair, Guest 10 26 260 260 
Typewriter, Elec., 16" 2 468' __ _ 936 936 
Dlctaphone & Transcriber 2 ea. 860 1720 1720 I 
Fil~ Cabin.et & 3 drawer __ . __ ~. 

letter 2 150' 300 300 
Cassette Tape Recorder 5 91 - 455 455 
Cassette Tapes 450 -1.70·----4.is-- 170 170 765 765 
Bell Boy Alert 5' 198/mo. 990 - 990 990 2970 2970 I 

Strike Force -~- .-. . 
Civilian Autos ? -- 15 ,...... -- 3500 - 52,S6()---- 52,500 52,500 -

-Mobile Scientific Invest. - -- . /,;1 
. Unit -r- 9000._ 9,000 9, OOO..,,~~--.!'-. +: Laser M~crol?robe (Lab) 1 132000 _ . __ 32,000 . .32,000 ., \. 

Parabolle Mlcrophone .__ __. ___ . _ 
(shotgun) 1 1700 1,700 1,700 -----_. 

Silent Radio Alarm 90 1600 144,000 ~44,OOO - --7=-- ----------Alarm Installatlon Klt 3 107 321 32l 
Low Light TV Camera 1- 7500 . --. .----~r 500_~_7 ,500 I , 
Attache Survival Kit - ._-----_ .. __ ._._----_ .. _----;--, - -

(Motorola) 1 1025 1,025 1,025 
Elec. Survival Kit (SAC) 1 1825 __ ___ ~_ 1,825 1,825

3 
I 

100 rom Transmitters 4 475___ _ ._._. ____ 1,900 1,900 -..-J 
Binoculars 5 100 500 500 ~ 
Camera (16 mrn & Still) 2 1000 2 000 2,000 
"Starlight"_ lens Attach. 1 3500 _ 3,500 3,500 
Surveillance Van ____ _ I I 

(ESU::lE>'ped) _. _1 __ -.-ll.OJL.... .______ 7,29.L 7 ,200 
Alarm Sensor Devices -- --------- ------- -_ .. _---- --------- .----'--- ---_.-

Pads . 15 10 150 I 150 
Closing Clips -'-'---'1. iOQ-__ ~ . ___ 2 __ ~~-==-~=-____ .. ~ ______ =--20Q.. _._~L 
:E;.lec:.tric_~.Y§..._. __ ._._._~ ________ . ____ . ___ . _. _______ . ____ .... ___ . __ ..... _, _________ ._._. __ . ____ . ___ ] _______ ' •. 

Indoor 1 186 186 186 . -----_. __ ._----.----- --.----.-.. -- -- -- ----- -.--- ------- -------.- --.-. - ----- ------~ 

Outdoor 1 243 243 243 • -- -------------- ---~--.-- ---- ------- ---- ---- - ------- -- ---->"- ------- ----_._----------
TV _'J?~~in.i_X!~LMuipment ____ . ____ 2..Q~ ___ 1.2.oQ..Q ._._ .-_ ._~QO ~ __ ~OjL ___ 8.Q.L ___ .. 03_9_0 ~ _____ __ ~L4 __ 00_! 

EQU I Pf1ENT - D Diagram V-F 



ttl 
III 

tQ 
CD 

-J 
Ul 

"- ! 
~GORY EQUIPMENT - D 

i'. " e DIAGRA..\l 'F ------
Unit Model LEAA Grantee 

Item Ouantltv YrlCe 1st Yr lnd Ir ~rd Ir lotal 0upport Lontrlb. 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 

Personal Port. Radlos &- ---.~~~- .--.--. --- ... ~-.. ----~- ....... ~----~-. ~-~---- .----.. -- -----.- -~.-~---

~essorles .. ----~ .. -.----- .. -------.. --.. ~--~- ---- -----.-----~ 

-------------------+- -f----..... --f--------- - ---- -- .. ---.--
Portable Radios ~ .. __ 200 __ ~ 1,029 205, 800 ~ ___ .. _ .. _____ ~5, ~QQ.. 205, 8_9..9 __ .. _~ __ .. 
Vehicular Chargers 200 85 17 000 17 000 17,000 
Earphones 100 10.20 _1 020 1,020 1,020 
Speaker/Mlcrophone 100 _ 51.00 5 100 ____ ~ __ 5-L10..Q.. 5,100 ~ __ . 
Lapel Speakers 100 13.60 1,360 1 360 1,360 : 
Insulated Flat Antennas 200 2.50 (Wcrl:-__ 2Q.0_ ______ ___ __ 59-£l __ ..-2Q~ I 
20 Gang Battery Chargers 3 _~303.?2 1,211 .... _._~_ 1,211 __ J-,211 ___ -j 
10 Gang Battery Chargers ______ 1 213 __ 213 _ 2~1.. .. ---~-U-
Spare Batteries 20 42.50 850 850 850 - . --- ----- -.--~-- --~--.-

F- 3 System Support~ ____ ~ :::.-::- _______ .. _____ _ 
Remote Sites - Votin~L_!?ec. 2 ~.L725_~ 3,451 _.. 3,451 3,451 .. _____ _ 

(Antennas -------1-------4------- ~------ "--"--'''-
Feed1ines _... ______ .. ___________ , 
Cavities I 
Standby Battery Power) .. --- --=-.... ~-=--=------l 

Local Site (Police Sta.l _ ___ ~J 3,591 ---...JJ591 ____ .... 3,59J- __ 3,591 i 
(90w Trans. Base Sta. ....____ __ _ __ .... ~_. _____ ._ .. __ ~ _____ . _.~_. __ I 
voting Receiver .. ______ .. __ J 
Cavities _ .. _______ . 
Antennas ____ +-______ _ _ __ ._ ---.. ---+-----+------1 
Feed1ine s) 1--___ . __ -.. ..--I-----co-=--::-+-----I 

Emer. Op. Center Site 1 ~[11~ __ .. 4,116 .. __ ~116. 4,116_+ ____ -1 

(90w Trans. Base Sta. 
-----..:c;......::.....:..:.....~=~~-=-:c:..=.-=-...::---'-'=--_t--------- .... ----.. -- --------- .... .------.. ----- ----- - .. -----1 

, voting Rec. ----4--.. -----1--~--~-----~---.. --_+--.. ---- .. -----_l 

Cavities 
----~.::..,:......:=-=-=-=-=---------f-.-.. -.--- - -------.... ----- ----- ------ - .. -----1 

Antennas 
----~::.=..:::;;:;;:::;::==-'7"""'---.----t------------ -~---- .- .--- -----I 

Feed1ines) _____ ._ .... ___ ._____ ... .._ ~ .. ____ _+_ .. -----

Council Crest Site 1 4,716 4, 7~ 4,716 4,7;=.1...::..6-+--_,, ___ 1 

(90w Base Station 
Voting Receiver ______ .. __ .... ____ .. . _______ - .. -----.. -+-----J--------t-----.. -
Cavities 

----.:...=-::....=..=-~~--------------I-.. ------ ---- .. --- -... ---- .. --- -----..... -- -. --.... -----1 
____ Antennas _~ _________ ~ __ .-----.... - .. ---_ .. _____ .. _ ..... ___ .--... -.-_ .. __ ~ ~~-_______ . ____ . ___ 1 

_____ Feed1ines) ... _ .. _____ .. _. _____ ..... ______ ~ __ -.. .. _ .. ____ + _________ .. _. ____ ..... ___ .. _____ .. 1 

__ --=N'-'-'e=w_..Egmote 'Sit~, - __ . =-~==-_:L._"~ ...... 8J..OO .. ~ ...... ~ .. 8~~OOO~· -.. ~-:-_===- ====_ ~;J)~9 __ ..... l3-,..Q..0~ _____ _ 
(90w Trans. Base Sta. 

-----~~:__7'_;---::-- --.. ------ --- - ... - .... ~ - .. - - --. .~- - --.-- -- ... --~ .... - - ... -- .... --.-- .. -- ----
Voting Receiver 

------~~_ciyities~·_~_ .. __ ~ .. ~-=_ ~~_=~~:= .......... = .. _~~ .. ~~~ ..... -~. - - ~ .. ~-= ===-:-.. ~~-_ .. "='--="- -~=~==~~ -::-:~---
Antennas ____ .... _ ...... ___ -+ ____ .....L-___ --IL---___ -1 _____ -L ____ l-___ ----ll--___ -l 



, . 
CJllGOR~ EQUIPMENT - D 

) . e' ~. e-F DIAGRAM -------
Model LEAA Grantee 

Item 
2. COMMUNICATIONS (Cont.) 

Unit 
Quanti tv Pri ce 1st Yr 2nd Yr 3rd Yr Total Support Contrib. 

i --

F-3 System Support 

New Rem~te """Slte---,(....,c..--o~nc-r:t0t_ ---r-------t=---- -i-~ -t ~ t 
Feedllnes {--- ----f--- +- -+ l-- ~ ----t ---t 
Site Preparation) 

---.--- ---- "--~~, -------t------+-----~I__-

-------1----------1---- -----+------f -t-- .. -----

F-IL-¥~21 F-4 Modifica-
tions to Existinq Syster: ___ _ 1 

Voting Receiver Sites 2 3,451 6,902 6,902 6,902 

< (~~i:::es-=== ... -----=---~----'-----. =3 
Cavities) _ _ _____ _ 

Base Station Replacemen _ --------1-------- ___ _ 
(F-l, F-2) 8 _~80 18,240 18 240 18,240 

(Antennas 16 _ 200 3,200 __ 3,200 3,200 _ 
7/8" Foam He1iax. CablE 3700' __ 1.8_0/ft h66...Q.... ______ 6,660 6'660~ 

I\J Cavities 1~ ____ 265 ~,240_ 4,240_4,240_ 
Pl He1iax End Fittings) l~__ 52 832 __ 832 _____ 832 __ 
~ Misc. Hardware __ 600 f------ __ 600 _ 600 
-1 Crvsta1s 30 _____ 3_LI-__ 900 ___ ___ _ ____ ....90JL_ _ 900 ______ J 
0) Crystals 18 r--- 20 36L______ 36Q 360 I 

Car (Comm. _Sqt) w/Radio __ 1 __ ~20JL __ JI50_0 ----- 3,5

3
00 __ _ 

Channel F-4 for Improve- ---- 1--------------------- ------- ------- I =1 
ment & Alarm Supp-ort ______ _ ____ _ 

3,500 

Eauipment _______ _ 
Voting Receivers & _________ __ _ ______ 1-__ _ 

Encoders 5 L.4.96 7,840 _ _______ 7 840 7 8A..Q-:E- t 
Comparator ___ H--..-L ___ .1,190 _ 1,190 _________ H ________ hl~Q. __ -L..J.9!L_ 
Comparator Channels 7 19 5 ~~ 65 ______________ r-..:L..3~ 1 ,365 
Receiver Antenna 5db 5 195 975 975 975 

-------+_ . --~__t-----__+--- ----!- + ----f 

-------
. . ---~ ------- ------ --

Recelver Antenna Llne 
Kits 5 234 1,170 1,170 1,170 -

90w Base Sta. wi voting 2 3,590 7,180 -- 7,180 7,180 I 

7 L~~ Hel_~5lx -,!,ran~"-Line- 800 ' 1. 80 I-tt- _--1~440-r~ ~==_____ ~~_ 1 , 440 
;End FittinSLK-i-ts ___ ~__ _ 56 _____ JJ-~ ______________________ ~l~__ 112 --~----~-

Tone Remote Consoles 
---------~~-- V?Zmike ~-=-_ 3~~_=-=-~~5~ =-X,-3~O-~ :-_~~~-__ -~ -____ ~~ _1, 350~_I_-i' 350

f
--

_BasE?_1\.Iltennas d~.p..:r.:~_sse<:l _____ ~ ~ ____________ ~_________ _ _. ____________________________________ _ 

6~1~[~~~db~----.---.~----~ --}- -- ~-~-g--2,}~~- -------- ------- -2;~~g-- --2-,!~~ --------
--------~----.-~---~ .------~----- -------- ---~---.--.~- - -~---~ .... -- ------- --~-----~-- ------

.--~--- -----



I-d 
~ 

l!:.l 
CD 

-..J 
-..J 

, 
C~GORY EQUIPMENT - D .-F ,'- ,; e DIAGRAN 

Item 
Unit 

Quantity Price 
Model 

1st Yr 2nd Yr 

------
LEAA Grantee 

3rd Yr Total Support Contrib. 
3. CRIMINAL INFORMATION 

c~~~~~~n!~O~=W7inS---t{:---.· .~---~. --•• ~ ··a·=-=-~------~--I=~~---- 1-----~~-- 3t5~-15-5-5-20 1-- ----=--= 
(256K unlt) _ ____ _ 1 _ ..?~5 , 520 155, 520 _~_____ _ _______ _ -'~_1_2_~_1 ___ " ~ __ _ 

--------+ --t --t-- ~----

____ - ,-------t=----=1- =t - I -~-i 
_____ 1 ______ 1 j----l--===--= ______ .I ___ ~~_ ._---

I 
---'-l~-"i--=r~---t---t-- -1 
- -----.f. -----t--.----+----~-

---.------- l--I--- ------1- ----1------- .--t--._-- --1--------·--1 

--+------1 1-- ---r- -t ------1 

----+--- -----I +--------1---- --I-----f-.--~--

.. -----f- I-------~--I---------+------

---------------------- -------.------- .----------.-.... ------+-------.-1--
-------I----~--------I------ --1-------4 -.----

I ---1-- -t-----1 -i-~=r------
--.J-~--- -----~ -----.---J--- - .. -+---- I------i 

----1------------1----------t- -----1-------- --\-----
---- I -J.-------

-------II-~~r=-t=:::=-,-~= __ =:c=:.:::=r:.::::..-.. ·.-,-._-+- .------. 

-------+--------1------ t-----' -1------_._-+-----+- --I 

-+- I------/-----------f--------- - ---------+-.--.----l---------4------+-----~ 
----t-------I------ .. - ---I-~ ------ f-------·--f--· --------+----------f 

----1-----------1 
-t- I --f_-_-_-H~ 

-------1----~ ---~- ----I ~---
'~+.-----i 

-- - .. -----. - -t------- -- -- - -. -\ -- ------- ----
------+--- ----+-----=t 1 IJ--=-=£ I =-£ S 

--------l-------~--- -----t·--- t· t- r=----t------~- _________ ~ ____ ~ ___ i 
-~----- -------1·-- ------I ------ t--, -.-~ . -

-----II ----.---.--~------ . ------+------I----~ ----~.-------I 

------------f--------- ----------
-----+ !---------! 

-/-- --t---------l-.---
------. --------> - ------.. -.. --.~--.-- -- .. -- - --~~.~-

------ -_._----_...-_---------. ----- ~ .-- ----- --t------- --- - f --- -.----t------; 
_~. __ ~_. ____ - ___ ---.- 1--- ___ . --~._~._,......._. ____ _ ---+- - -----,------ -~--t--·-

._-- ----~- -----~---

----_ ... -- -- ~~- - -~---- --------~...--- -_·-------1 -- -~-----

l 
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.EGO~Y -.S.lIPPl rES & OPERATING EXPENSES - EWJ 

Model 
Item 

Unit 
Ouantity Price 1st Yr 2nd Yr 

~.' DIAGRA.\I -G ------
LEAA Grantee 

3rd Yr Total Support Contrib. 
1 OPERATIONS SUPPOR~-

PROGRAMS ----L!~- ~. ___ ._~_ 
Maintenance of vehicles _+_ 
(20 ) 

---J--~--~---L~='--- =r_====-~=t ____ =t--~_=t--=-_, 
-~-~ 

.-.----~--~_t-- --.- ----~~- .. ----~- ---

~-I----------I·~------I----~--

Include: 
-~-+-.----~_l --f --t-----I------l------

Ooeratinq EXPense 118.000mil 10¢/mi J 36.000 I 36.000 \36 .000 I 1~0001 1108,000 
Maintenance of MobJ..J.elL --.9...,l).Do.mi....J..QS: . __ 900 900 900 2 ,700 2,700 

Miscellaneous office 
__ ..... s..uuilPlies _____ ==.=_~ ________ ~__=___.5QO.~ ____ . ___ 30 O. --306 ___ ~- 1.100 1,100 

Criminal Info. Gathering ____ . ___ . ____ . ___ ~___ _ __ . ___________ . 100.000 100,000 I 

Ma; ntenance 1 Sgt 1 S .ca.r......--12 ,000m; ~¢.Lm:L __ lL20Q_ ....-L.I!HL _..Ll00_ 3,600 . . __ ~~600 -. 
Off; ce Space: .___ _____ ___ . __ __ 
i' hQOO sq ~ __ 2.QL§SL __ 1.L50_Q _ _ 4,500 --t-_-4-,5--00 __ -13,560--.-------1-1-3-;500.' 

feet ft . 
i2 _____ 300S<ift _~5Qj.§.9:.._. __ J....L35JL 1,350 ._J.. f 350__ 4,050 ____ 4 r O_?~ 

-_--:1--______ JJ: ___ ~_ ------_. ---.- --- -.------~-- - __ 
i3 '400s.fL ft 4. 50.62.9:. _]'~Q... 1 800 ___ ~, 80Q ____ 2J 4 Q.0. ______ .I---__ 5 , 400 1 

ft -------------------1--- -=-------1 .. ---- ------- -------------1------------- I 

--------- ---------. ---------------- ------- ----------- --------- --
-41:.L.....---I,.£.---1.~=~--'-'Ui:LL..J...;Ulill:!.LLI~- _________ _____ _ __ ~42JL __ ~~_8~ _____ lA_~. ___ ' __ 9_93 ______ .~ _____ ~~_4_ 

~---\~--L-JI-llJ::::.>:L~-.L.j .lJn~s.oJ;t:..lr.:.ll.llJmUl;e:llln __ . _ _ _ 4 9 8 _ 2 4 8 2 4 8 9 9 4 9 9 4 
i 3 (2 ] ines ! 2 instrJJmentsL~=_=--==- -===---==-~=-=-~4J.6- -== 16 6 ----l~§- --- 748 __ --- 7 48 

;;~;~!~;, Rep] acement _ 1~-==-~.--9-~860i4J~_=_900 ----.- -,-.-------- 147-;9 0 cf- ---- T~(f() 
Television Studio..___ 20% ___ .175/mQu. __ - _~26 =_-__ 420---420-- ---1-;260-- 1,260 

2. _COMMUNICATIONS - - --- ------- ------ .-- -------- -----
Trainin' Cost- for -~-- --------- -~-~ ---.------ - -------- --------.--- ------- -----
Officers) 740 i.50x4h- -22,2-00- --- ------- -ZT,zoof---------------zr;zu-o-

3. CRIMINAL INFORMATION ------ --.------- --~-----.- --------- --.---- ------ ---
--- 1----- ---- ----

COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Test Time,Computer 100 hrs~ $.;L357ilr -13:560 ----_ ------_ ~ - 13~500_ 13,500 -1 
Test Time Overhead 11.1'.500 11,50..Q. ___ 11,500 I 
Development overhead llo 7 m~f--______ 2.9_,2..9_0 ___________________ 20,20Q __ ~Q.,200 

_______ ._~eks.___ ________ _ __________ _ _ ____ _ ___ _ 

MQlrt.h ly RecurrinS---Char.ges - -------- ------ --- - -- --- ------- --- ---. ---- -1-- ----
__ Video Termina1 ___________ .....2_. ____ ~155LTIJQ ______ ._.u _,)_L720 _ _ ...J, 720. __ .L~jO 7 t 440 ______ _ 

Pr:.!-nter _________ ~ ___ .$J:.~?/mo _+_.___ _ ... ~..L.9§Q. _ _ ...3_1960 __ lJ2.~Q. _~lJJ20_. 
Disk Drive ______________ 1_. ____ .. ill.22il1lc __ ,. 1,3~~QA._].~.lj.04 .2~2_QJ~ 29---L2JL8 __ j ________ _ 
Core .11f1inte_n_qnq~. ____ h_____ $~9_4_l!np _____ d ___ . __ L.:4Jl.Q... __ ._~.L480 u __ 6.~60 ____ .. ______ ..9 /960 

-----~ ... --~-~. --~-----.- !--

-~-----

SUPPLIES & OPERATING EXPENSES - E Diagram V-G 




